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200 or over, refereed. The Day fam
lly came from Colorado Springs. MEXICAN WAR ISNOT SATISFIED
WITH WELCH'S
DECISION
FORTY-ON- E ARE
KILLED IN
WRECK
INTERFERENCE OF POLICE
SAVES FLYNN HUMILIATION
.
OF KNOCKOUT BY JOHNSON
ew Mexico undoubtedly cut down
the attendance by several thousands.
The; knocking on the fight by the Al-
buquerque Journal succeeded In send-
ing 500 sportsmen from the Duke
CAPTAIN FORNOFF STOPS
HEAVYWEIGHT BATTLE ON
ACCOUNT OF MANY FOULS
The Champion, Landing on Pueblo Fireman
at Will, Shows He Is Still Master of
the Fighting Game
Before the midgets opened fire,
'Cannon Sntroduced Cass Tarver, a
huge Texas unknown with white hope
aspirations. He challenged the win
ner, that Is, of the Johnson-Flynn- , not
the Day-Da- y oout.
The officials of the Johnson-Flyn-
bout, as announced at the ringside
were: Ed V. Smith of Chicago, refe-
ree; timekeepers: for the club. Otto
Floto of Denver; for Flynn, A! Ter-ne-
of Chicago (also stakeholder) ;
for Johnsou, Tom Flanagan.
A telegram addressed, Referee,
Ringside," reached the arena ust be-
fore the fight. It was slgnod by the
McMahon Brother, New York and
was a $20,i;00 offer for a Joe Jean- -
nette-Johns- match In that city. An
other message from Nuw York asked
that Johnson be challenged from the
ring for .Twanette.
Al Palzer Ired a challenge to the
winner, saying he bad poated a $5,-00- 0
forfeit in Cincinnati. Luther Mc-
Carthy wised Flynn a win or lose
challenge, the fight to be 'n New
York if arranged
Billy Melain, Sam McVey's mana-
ger, who bad Journeyed from the
Antipodes to witness the coateBt, was
introduced to the spectators.
Among Flynn's seconds was Dr.
Roller, of Seattle, the wrestle- -. Refe
ree Smith then entered the ring and
ordered it cleared as soon as possible
in order that the battle might begin
without delay. Abe Pollock of Den-
ver and Eddie Cochrane of Kansas
City were presented as alternate ref-
erees. At the request of Johnson,
Mrs. Johnson was transferred to an-
other box in order to be nearer the
champion's corner. Flynn appeared to
be in exceptionally good humor and
spent the time sauntering about the
ring greeting friends.
Flynn, espying Mrs. Johnson, shout-
ed: "Ain't you pulling for me, Mrx.
Jonnson?"
The champion's wife smiled but
said nothing. The principals then tion- -
ned the gloves. Johnson withdrew his
COULD HAVE SCORED CLEANUP ATANY TIME
Coloradoan Getting Much the Worst of It When Bout Is Brought
to a Conclusion --Decision in Favor of Inky Boxer Receives
Approval of Vast Majority of Crowd, Including Many
Southerners The Challenger Shows Less Class
" Than Had Been Expected Size of Crowd
Is a Bitter Disappointment
objection lo 'he gloves provided byals0 wag kulea Mr Lalrd who t
the rltfe ..ji.-U9-. ha'ini? pjouslv ' . . , a-- Buffalo printing estab--
DROUGIIT TO A
CLOSE
REBELS ABANDON CHIHUAHUA
TO THE ADVANCING FED-
ERAL ARMY.
RETREAT BY TRAINLOAOS
THE DEPARTURE IS ORDERLY
AND UNDER GOOD DIS-
CIPLINE.
n?n7rn nnFQ m iiikf7unui.uu uolu iu uiiili.
THE IN8URRECTO LEADER WILL
MAKE LAST 8TAND ON THE
UNITED STATES BORDER.
- El Paso, Tex., July 6. Organized
revolution in Mexico, Insofar as its
pretense to a military campaign ot
concentrated forces, was by today'
movement of the rebel army shown
to have ended, and in its place there
was substituted a guerilla warfare,
threatening widespread devastation
in northwestern Mexico. Five troop-
trains bore the retreating insurrec- -
tos from the vicinity of Chihuahua
City to Juarez, opposite here, and
hnfA.n Aair tiroa stva If DT. A
pected most of the rebels would be
sent southwest from Juarez, a dis-
tance of 75 miles to Casas Grande,
from which point it was Intended to
effect an entrance to the rich mining
state of Sonora.
Having abandoned Chiahua to the
federals, the rebels destroyed all
bridges between Bachimba, where
the last battle occurred, and Sauez,
3 miles north of Chihuahua, the small
station at which the rebel outposts
now are gathered. The vacuation of
Ch'ahuahua means that 'the cone Of
rebel control will be greatly dimin-
ished, Juarez being the only Import-
ant point that remains.
General Orozco, the rebel chief,
spent the night at Sauez but was ex-
pected in Juarez today to direct the
movements of various bands Into,
which the rebel army now is disinte-
grating. Juarez at present is the
rebel capital, train loads of archives
having been sent there within the last
three days
' Although the invasion of Sonora
means a campaign in the moun
tains, the rebels, mostof them moun
taineers, have themselves equal to it
The revolution in that form, they say,
will prove more vexatious to the gov-
ernment than an ordinary campaign.
To check the rebel Invasion of So-
nora, the Mexican government is
moving forces from --Agua Prieta anrt
western Sonora. 'ull four thousand
men are believed to be under way to
intercept the rebels.
General Sanjines left Agua Prieta
today from Frontera, Sonora, to take
command of the main column, and
while the forces of General Sanjlnes
are engaging the rebels in the state
line between Sonora and Chihuahua
the army of General Huerta is to
move up from the city of Chihuahua
along the Mexican northwestern rail-
road toward Casas Grandes and at-
tack the rebels fro mthe rear.
Reports early were to the effect
that no federals had as yet entered
the city of Chihuahua, although a de
tachment of cavalry under General -
Rabago was said to be nearing the
town.
Railroad Badly Damaged.
At General Huerta's Headquarters,
Bachimba, July 5. A brief resistance
of the rebels which preceded their re
treat caused comparatively little loss
of life but the destruction of the rail-
road for forty miles to Chihuahua Is
so as to prevent the ar-
rival of the main federal columns at
the former rebel capital for at least
three days.
BITES A TORPEDO
Appleton, Wis., July 5. Andrew'
Hoffman, who yesterday bit into a toi
pedo which he had mistaken for can-
dy, died today. He had some cpM-me- ls
and torpedoes both WTappeiif la
red and white paper in the same
pocket His face was literally blown
off.
PACIFIC COAST FIGHT FANS
THINK WOLGAST DID
NOT WIN.
EITHER RIVERS OH CHAW
THAT IS THE WAY THE MATTER
18 DOPED OUT BY THE
ENTHUSIA8TS.
HAY MEAN ANOTHER FIGHT
THE TWO LIGHTWEIGHTS WILL
BE MATCHED TO MEET
ON LABOR DAY.
Los Angeles, Calif., July 5 "Sleep-
ing over it" did not serve to clarify
to any extent today the confusion
that followed the end of 'yesterday's
championship lightweight battle be-
tween Ad Wolgast and Joe Rivers at
Vernon. The cries of "fake" and "job-
bery" which resounded through the
fight pavillion yesterday, echoed to
day among th&. haunts of sporting
men. ',
Promoter McCarey said that in view
of the grave doubt laid against the
decision of Referee Welch in award
ing the fight to Wolgast as a knock-
out, he had not decided to give the
$S00 diamond belt to the champion,
Scores of men who were among
the 11,000 spectators who watched the
fight yesterday,' called at the offices
of the Pacific Athletic club to sug
gest that the boys be sent together in
another 20 round oattie to decide fin
ally the question of supremacy which
was left "up in the air" by yester
day's decision:
Rivers and his manager, Jot Levy,
expressed their willingness to let the
Los Angeles Mexican fight the bat
tle over again with Wolgast, but the
latter and his business director, Tom
Jones, maintaining silence. If the two
boys get together again, It is said, the
battle will be fought on Labor Day.
"After Welch had helped Wolgast
to his feet and rendered his rank de--
decision," said Levy, "I offered to
start the fight over again right there.
But Welch beat 'it and Jones and Wol-
gast refused. I am willing now to
send Rivers back into the ring again
with Wolgast any time."
Wolgast did not leave his training
camp, to which he repaired Immedi-
ately after the battle, until late today.
Rivers was down town earlier. Both
boys showed the effects of the terrif-
ic fighting which marked the progress
of the thirteen rounds yesterday. Riv-er- s'
right eye was cut and almost
closed, his nose considerably swol-
len and his mouth puffed and cut,
Wolgast, although endowed by na-
ture with a more rugged face, showed
plainly the marks of the pounding he
had received. One of his ears gave
signs of "caullflowerlng," both eyes
were black and there were several
cuts between his forehead and chin.
Both boys were' stiff and sore from
the effects of the terrific body
punches each had endured.
CHICAGO'S "SANE" FOURTH.
Chicago, 111., July 5. The small
boy and his toy pistol, likewise the
giant torpedo end dynamite cracker,
were placed under the ban in Chicago
yesterday. The municipal authorities
and various civic organizations com-
bined in providing ways for entertain-
ing the people and so successful were
their efforts that apparently neither
the ypungsters nor the grown-up- s
missed the noise and excitement that
were once the leading feature of the
holiday's celebration. Band concerts,
patriotic exercises and historical pag-
eants, with displays of fireworks con-
ducted by paid experts, afforded am-
ple entertainment for the multitudes.
Outdoor athletics and aquatic events
also figured prominently in the days'
festivities.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, July 5. Senate: Met
at noon.
House: Met at noon.
Took up calendar.
Adjourned at 12:30 until noon
FOURTH OF JULY SMASH ON
LACKAWANNA IS FATAL TO
MANY PASSENGERS
WEOLE FAMILEXTINGUISHED
WILLIAM R. LAIRD'S FATHER,
WIFE AND CHILDREN ALL
PERISH
t
FIFTY-ON- E ARE INJURED
OF THIS NUMBER IT IS EXPECT-
ED THAT MANY WILL DIE
OF INJURIES
Corning, N. Y., July 5. Twenty-fiv- e
of the victims of the wreck, yesterday
on the Lackawanna rallrctad have
been identified and 16 still awaited
Identification today, eight in Elmira
and eight in Corning. Forty-on- e per-
sons were killed and 51 injured in
the disaster.
But one additional identification
was made in the early hours of the
morning. Mrs. Louis Freidmanof New
York, whose body was taken to El
mira, was recognized there by her
brother.
Of the injured but four. Miss Mary
Brennan, James Griffith, Nellie Schan-de- l,
al of New York, and Max Els-ma-
of Jersey City are considered
seriously hurt.
A pathetic case was that of William
R. Iialrd of Buffalo, whose entire fam-
ily consisting of his wife,
daughter and son were wip-
ed nnt lir th ntastroihe. His father
flghment ,eft that clty laBt nlght(
knowing only that his father, George
Laird, had been killed. He had re-
ceived no information of the fate of
the others and visited the local mor-
gues searching for the missing ones.
At the first place visited he found his
little boy and girl, laid out side by
side on a stretcher. At the second
morgue he found the body of his
wife beside that of his aged father.
The family had taken advantage of
holiday excursion rates for a reunion
in Buffalo. It was George Laird's
first railroad trip In 60 years.
Another body Identified today
was ttfat of Mrs. Bemar Catto of
Morrlstown, N. J. William Schroed-er- ,
engineer of the express, Is at his
home at Elmira under a physician's
care.
Two - bodies Identified later were
those of Mrs. William M. Armstrong,
Hoboken, N. J., and John B. Talt,
Brooklyn. The latter had a' gold me-
dal, apparently of a basketball team
Inscribed "Champions of America,
won by John B. Talt, 1911."
CUBAN INSURGENTS
STILL ON THE JOB
ATTACK A. POLICE OUTPOST IN
THE SUBURBS OF
SANTIAGO.
Santiago, Cuba July 5. Insur-
gents last night attacked a police
outpost in the suburbs, shooting and
killing one policeman. The rebels re-
tired, apparently without loss. . Gov-
ernment troops were dispatched im-
mediately on their trail.
The citizens are much alarmed, as
the insurgents were supposed to have
been completely dispersed and driv-
en off to the woods and the audacious
attack on the suburbs was a com-
plete surprise. The strength of the
attacking force is not known.
, MRS. DECKER ILL
San Francisco, July 5. Mrs. Sarah
Piatt Decker of Denver, nationally
known as a suffrage worker and club
woman, was operated upon shortly
before noon today for an intestinal
obstruction which had caused acute in-
flammation since last Monday. It was
said at the sanitarium where she is
a patient that It was too early to
make any predictions.
City, who showed their contempt for
that DaDer's malicious assaiucs. The
Albuquerque boys put on badges
bearing the name of their city and
were warmly greeted by Las Vegas
people.
Contrary tP the expectations of
those opposed to the fight, the whole
affair was carried on in a most order-
ly manner. The streets were, filled
with visitors, yet there were no ser-
ious troubles of any kind. Many Las
Vegas people who had prepared to ac-
commodate visitors with meals and
beds undoubtedly loBt money on the
transaction, having spent large
amounts of money in preparation.
The restaurants, hotels and regular
lodging houses, hewever, were filled
to overflowing and many people en-
tertained their friends at their homes.
The decision of Referee omith, fol-
lowing the stopping of the Dattle, was
a popular one. . The crowd, on the
way out of the arena, expressed itselt
as confident Johnson would have won
by a knockout within a few more
minutes. Flynn was roundly roasted
for his unsportsmanlike tactics and
his poor showing. Throughout he ap-
peared to be working with the deter-
mination to take an unmerciful beat-
ing with the hope that good fortune
might enable him , to put out the
black man, whether according to
Hoyle or not.
Undoubtedly Smith would have
stopped the fight at an earlier period,
but he hated to deprive the fans of
an afternoon's amusement after their
long journey to Las Vegas.
The action of "Captain Fornoff, ac-
cording to sentiment- at the ringside,
was entirely uncalled for. Captain
Fornoff waB here, it is understood at
the request of the governor to assist
in preserving order. Why he should
show such discourtesy to the sheriff's
office as to jump In and interfere
with the fight Is not known. It
should have been the sheriff who
stopped the fight, if interference were
made, according to precedent. It Is
understood that the governor had in-
structed Fornoff to stop the fight at
the first opportunity. The captain
carried out'his instructions to the let-
ter, being careful to get in front of
the moving picture machines as be
did so. ;,
It is a strange coincidence that a
police finish occurred, as both Flynn
and Johnson at a conference a few
days ago Interference from the offic-
ers. Both agreed that a decision
should be given in such an event.
Ten minutes Detore the time sched-ult- d
for the start tnere was no sign
of either fighter. The Las Vegas
hand started a demonstration to the
edification of the 3,000 or more spec-
tators then assembled. Probably a
hal , hundred women were sprinkled
through the audience! Mrs. Johnson
and the wives of the champion's
trainers occupied a oox at the cornel
Johnson chose when he entered the
ring. Flynn's supporters from Pueb-
lo, perhaps 200 in number and distin-
guished by white rooter nats, sat to-
gether and were prepared to greet
their man when he arrived. Up to
tih La time there had been no calling
of bets at the ringside and a com-
plete absence of yelling or signs of
other enthusiasm.
At 2:04 Official Announcer Tommy
Cannon of Oklahoma City took the
ring to call attention to tne "several
hundred ladies who have graced this
occasion by their attendance," and
asked that the spectators remember
their presence when it came to shout-
ing comments on the fight. It was
the first sign of life at the ringside.
Cannon then announced a boy-size- d
preliminary, four rounds of one min-
ute each, which appeared to be a
family affair. The boxers were Ken-net- t
Day, weight 68 pounds, and
Freddie Day, 62 pounds. "Papa" Day,
that once, early in the fight, when
Flynn landed his- - only good blows,
right and left hooks to the jaw de-
livered during a c'lnch.
Johnson apptared nettled at his
own carelessness rnd smashed a right
uppercut through Flynn's guard which
rocked the white man on his feet.
Then the champion smiled again and
went hack to the monotonous chop-
ping uppercuts in the clinches whicn
reduced Flynn's face to a bloody
mass in each round.
Apparently Johnson did not at-
tempt to hit hard." He contented
himself with a slow, coldly scientific
chopping, every blow finding its way
through the barricade of gloves and
elbows behind which Flynn crouched.
It was a perfect exhibition of guard-
ing and hitting in ae clinches so far
as the champion was concerned. Not
a blow Flynn started reached him
with anyt steam behind it. They were
smothered or. tossed aside unless
Johnson chose to allow his opponent
to hatter away at his stomach, smil-
ing the while over Flynn's shoulder.
When the fight was over there whs
not a mark on Johnson's body be-
yond a cut Inside his lower lip,
which bled slightly for a few minutes.
Immediately after the fight John-
son hastened to the betting commis-
sioner to collect his wagers on him-- j
self. He drove there from the ring-- j
side in his automobile and was fo;xel-- ;
to address the crowd in the big room j
before he left for his camp.
Flynn was rushed to his camp from;
the. arena. . He was not hurt, cuts i
and bruiBes on his face being the
only damage. He had nothing to say
in defense of the showing he made.
The figb was utterly laOning in in-- j
terest. It was like a training bout, at ;
Johnson's camp outside of the
blood Flynn lost. There' was not a
cheer throughout the nine rounds!
and the crowd accepted the action of
the police with apparent relief that'
the thing was ended.
Long before the end did come, ring-
side opinion seemed to favor the view
that Flynn was eager to be disquali-
fied. He was helpless as a child and
certainly made no effort io disguise,
his attempt to do with his skull what
his gloves could not accomplish.
The crowd was miserably small
for an exhibition that had been tout-
ed as of championship caliber. Ac-
cording to the statement of Promoter
Curley the gate receipts were not suf-
ficient to pay Johnson his $30,000
guarantee. It Is said the receipts
did not amount to over $29,000. The
action of Governor McDonald in de-
laying his statement of attitude re-
garding the staking of the fight Jn
The Jack Johnson-Ji- Flynn 45
round fight for the - heavyweight
championship was Drought to a close
In the ninth round yesterday when
Captain Fornolf ot the state police,
personal representative at the ring-
side of Governor McDonald, declared
that it was no longer a boxing match,
that it was a brutal exhibition and
that Flynn's foul tactic made its con-
tinuance impossible. He jumped into
the ring with his deputies and drove
fighters and oficials who followed
him to the corners. Referee Ed W.
Smith then announced that Johnson
had won and the fight, ,was over-- .
Flynn displayed no Utility through-
out the fight He was cut about the
face until blood ran down his breast
In a stream. He was utterly helpless
from the first round on and by the
sixth was deliberately trying to butt
the champion's chin with his head.
Time after time, as Johnson held him
powerless In the clinches, Flynn
jerked his head upward. Smith warn-
ed him repeatedly but it did no good.
In the seventh he began leaping up-
ward every time he could work his
head under Johnson's chin. Flynn's
feet were both off the floor time
and again with the energy he put into
Ills bounds. Sometimes he seemed to
leap two feet into the air in frantic
plunges at the elusive black jaw
above him.
Referee Smith forced Flynn back
toward his corner half dozen times.
"Stop trat butting," he would say,
shaking his finger in Flynn's face;
"Stop it or I vill disqualify you."
"The nigger's doming me,"
Flynn roared hack. "He's holding
me all the time. He's holding me like
this," and he offered to illustrate on
the referee. Smith evaded the blood;
emeared arnw held toward him and
waved the men together again.
. In the nexi clinch it was in the
eigtht round Flynn flung himself up-w-
dagain. Smith jumped between
them and warned him once more.
"Next time you do it I'll disqualify
you," he shouted at F'ynn; but chang-
ed his mind fQr U happened again
and again in that round and repeat-
edly in the ninth, before the police
took a hand.
Through it all the champion was
smiling. He evaded Flynn's attack
with the utmost ease, whether the
Pueblo man led with his hands or his
head. Only once in the nine rounds
did he show any wish to end the fight
and yet ringside' opinion was unani-
mous that he could have put Flynn
out at any time he happened to fan-
cy, whether in the first or the ninth
jrpund. The champion opened up only
ordered a special set for his own use. )
r,-- tvbh noted thit. t.ie chammoa w:e
the same striped bath robe thai had
given him service in his Ren.) t.vt'.'.r.
Flynn was introduced to the crod,
as the "Fighting Fireman of Pueblo."
Flynn's early reception was duplicat
ed. Johnson was then announced as
the champion heavyweight of. the
world. His reception was lukewarm.
Time was called at 2:45 o'clock and
the battle began.
Round 1. "Will you shake hands,
Jack?" queried Flynn as he opened
the hattle by rushing into a clinch.
"No." retorted the black. Flynnl
kept in close but Johnson easily
avoided his attempts and flung a stiff
left to the ear. The champion push-
ed his man across the ring and hook-
ed his left to the ear and a moment
later flung a hard short arm jolt to
the Jaw. Johnson smiled constantly
and fought with great care. Flynn
backed the negro against the ropes,
and the champion rewarded him with
a right that cut a deep gash under
his left eye. Round all Johnson's.
Round 2 As Flynn rushed, John-
son simply grasped him about the
shoulders and held him at bay, all the
while grinning like an ape. The
champion pecked at the fireman's
face with light lefts and as they
clinched uppercut twice heavily with
rights to the Jaw. The champion toy-
ed with Flynn, twice more shooting
right uppercuts to the jaw, one of
which sent the fireman's head bob-
bing. The champion was coolness
personified and early indicated that
It was to be a battle of words as well
as of blows, time and again exchang-
ing his usual repartee with, the spec-
tators. Flynn's mouth bled as he
took his seat very much worsted dur-
ing the three minutes of fighting In
this round.
Round 3. Flynn cut short a witty
remark of Johnson by twice hacking
his right to the jaw. This nettled
the black and he cut loose with short
arm uppercuts to the Jaw. Johnson
bled slightly from the mouth as he
emerged from a mid-rin- g mixnp, but
Flynn spat blood In a stream as the
champion cut his mouth and nose with
a volley of right and left punches.
This execution mollified the black and
he went to his corner with his usual
"golden smile."
Round 4. Flynn rushed in close
and was met with the customary rain
(Continued on Page Four) -
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death; and Brutus wa an "bouor-abl- e
man," yea, "So are they all
all honorable men."
Yes, wo are the men, they Bay, who
make the town; we are Us bankers,
1U financial strength. Money lj what
counts, no matter how dirty It is.
Why, we represent nine-tenth- s of the
taxes paid by the city. You can trust
us; we will see you through with
the nasty affair. We tell you It Is all
i
Specially Reduced For 10 Days
His Action in Regard to the Flynn-Johnso- n Bout Antagonized
Those Who Favor Boxing in New Mexico as Well as Those
Who Do Not Rev. Norman Skinner, in a Matchless Address,
FRECKLE-FAC- E
New Remedy That Removes Freckles
or Costs Nettling
Here's a chance Mist Freckle-Face- ,
to try a new remedy for freckles with
the guarantee of a reliable dealer
that It will not cost you a penny un-
less It removes the freckles, while
If it does give you a clear complexion,
the expense is trifling.
Simply get an .ounce of othlne
double strength, from any first class
druggist in Las Vegas and one night's
treatment will show you how easy
it is to rid yourself of the homely
freckles and get a beautiful com-
plexion. Rarely Is more than one
ounce needed tor the worst case.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
double strength othlne, as this is the
only prescription sold under guaran-
tee of money back if it fails to re-
move freckles.
Grills the Chief Executive By Drawing a Deadly Parallel
Between ruate and McDonald. On account of the prevailing cool weather, sheer wash goods have not had the demand
we anticipated we now have too many now just as the days are getting hot and yo
need such goods, we cut the prices to extremely low figures we must reduce, our Stock.
Everything in our WASH GOODS line is included. x ft
7c 25c qualities for
syic 30c qualities for
10c 35c qualities for
12c 60c qualities for
13c 65c qualities for
' has VeLeadinoSiora
S.ase4um&tf$ Son
10c qualities for
12ic qualities for
15c qualities for
18c qualities for
20c qualities for
Established 1862
WHY IT PAYS TO
ADVERTISED GOODS
17c
20c
24c
40c
43c
South 5ick Plaja
BUY
Surplus
$50,000.00
HOSKINS, Cashier
of death, but to execute it requires
the governor's consent To perpetrate
this infamy they must have his sup-
port It Is very embarrassing for the
governor; but events are Inexorable.
"Once to every man and nation comes
the moment to decide
In the strife 'twlxt Truth and False
hood, for the good or evil side.
Some great cause, God's new Mes-
siah,"
flings him Its challenge to play the
man, trust in God and do the right..
"And the choice goes by forever
'twixt the Darkness and the Light"
Yee, it la very embarrassing, but
the hour has struck and The Gover-
nor Face a Dilemma. Its horns are
sharp and merciless and the "beast"
Is brawny and urgent To consent
to shame end crime, or take political
punishment; that is the question. It
is, as Swift says,
"A strong dilemma in a desperate
case,
To act with Infamy, or quit the
place."
It is very annoying, particularly as
it is his first administration and his
future much at stake. The "cursed
spite" of the times has forced him
into this '. predicament at the very
threshold of his political advance-
ment And the thing Itself is so dis-
graceful, so abhorrent; and the pro-
moters are a pretty scaly lot for an
official of patrician blood to ally him-
self with. The governor has scruples
of decency and of duty and of honor,
but the task; is hard. Will the Gov-
ernor flunk?
The thing Is the more offensive too
because the prosoitlon is to stage the
inlnfamy on the historic national Inde-
pendence Day of a people once noted
for lofty Ideals, On the nation's sa-
cred birthday, when it flung off the
fetters of tyranny and the debasing
practices of heathenism and stepped
on the highway of and
moral progress, it is now proposed io
perpetrate an act of brutal iniquity
and ineffaceable shame. And this in
a nation whose heroes through long
centuries "through faith subdued king-corn-
wrought righteousness, obtain-
ed promises, out of weakues were
made strong, waxed valiant in fight,
turned to flight the armies of aliens,
while others had trial of mocklngs
and scourgings, yea, moreover, of
bonds and imprisonment, and were
tortured, not accepting, deliverance,
that they might obtain n better re-
surrection!" The 'day hallowed by
the story oj prophets and martyrs
where devotion and sac-'fi- ce were
given to achieve the liberation
of the soul, wh 'ose patriots prov-
ed and toiled, even as our
Franklin insisted that the constitu
tional convention should dally appeal
to Almighty God tot guidance, as our
great-hearte- d Lincoln wrestled all
night, before Gettysburg, with strong
crying and tears to the God of na
tions that his people's holy heritage
might not perish from the earth this
day so signally marked by divine in
tervention must be turned into a
devil's holiday, must be profaned by
moral debauch!
And the governor, disgusted tho
he be, miiBt see it through. These
promoters depend on him not to in-
terfere. He can, if he will, call it
off; and they know It. He hates It
tremendously, he says. He holds the
thing in utmost contempt. He knows
the odium it will bring on the town
and state. He abhors the whole d's- -
reputable- - entourage, he says. It Is
very embarrassing. Then mark now
how the high bluff is put up to the
governor. "Don't you see this program
is set up in the "most moral" town
in the state? It Is a high toned
community that Is backing It; the
best people on earth are standing for
it; It's high class." And there the
governor sees the holy city's "lead-in-
citizens" championing the lnlmil- -
ty. What better indorsement could be
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality. i'
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to sp"end
money in telling others of their goodness.
It Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
right Somehow nobody thinks to
remark that possibly we also repre- -
sent nine-tent- of the immorality of
the town and that all vice finds us
very friendly. But that doesn't count
here. We have outgrown all that
pious talk that "A good name is rath-
er to be 'chosen than great riches"
l and that "The pure in heart sball
) see God." Any anyhow, your excel
lency, even If this thing shames ev
ery civilized standard, even If It Is
an outlawed survival of pagan brutal-
ity, even if it does outrage every sense
of decency and righteousness, let us
have it just this once!
Just because the bluff is so loud,
it seems bound to carry. Yet the gov
ernor does not commit himself. Only
somehow the promoters get more ful
ly the impression that he will not In-
terfere. But now . to save himself
The Governor Tries. Diplomacy. He
will not refuse out and out; he will
take them into his confidence and
show them what a mistake they are
making. They mean well, but they
have just taken up with a misguided
enthusiasm. Such intelligence, such
virtue, as their onlr needs remind-
ing. Here is a real criminal, Barab-bas- ,
the bruiser and brigand. You ar6
honorable men and true. Which rhall
it free, this innocent Galilean prophet,
or Barabbas? Swift and vociforous
leaps the answer, "Give us the crim-
inal; we dont believe in virtue!" and
then they wonder why that sardonic
grin creeps over the governor's face.
But there is another shift Hero Is
Herod in town luckily, and and the
case belongs in his jurisdiction any
how, for Herod Is the legislature of
Galilee. Herod "that fox" as the pro-
phet's genius titled him. Herod the
murderer of John, Is the g
power. Curious how the two words
"Herod" and "legislature" stand as
eternal synonyms for killing what is
good. The governor hands over the
case to Herod. "Once to every man
and nation' the great cause comes.
the great opportunity. But "Herod
set Him at naught and mocked Him
ana sent Him again to Pilate." He
will not be outdone in diplomatic
deference. "After you, my dear
he unctiously protests. So
the case comes back home. It refus
es change of venue. The pack has
been shuffled and the governor holds
no better hand than before. The
omens are not propitious.
It really grows embarrassing. Might
he only speak out and put an end to
the thing without giving too much
offence. He is aware now that a
great .expectant population is waiting
for him to play the man and vindi
cate the trust reposed in him. From
the palace too comes a warning voice,
woman's swift foreboding of danger.
Wifehood and womanhood give their
instinctive alarm: "Don't give in to
these promoters; a subtle curse lurks
in tho scheme! A voice in the night
has told me!" His own soul too
rises in protest. How he scorns to
be a forced partner In this loathsome
game. But the managers are impa-
tient and clamorous. Impulse weak
ens. Will the governor flunk? He
who. hesitates is lost
There is yet another shift. The
Fabian policy by which he had hoped
to wear them out by delay has failed.
He tries the policy. Per
haps good wholesome argument will
now at last convince them. Good. Tt
shall be done. The Governor Gives
the Case to a Packed Jury. He takes
into confidential consultation the par-
ties interested in the crime. He tells
them he has candidly, searchlngly and
fairly looked into the whole thing and
there is no possible argument for
permitting the Iniquity to be carried
out. No g community,
he says, will tolerate such a tihng.
But his packed jury leap to expos
tulate with him. Note now, kind
reader, that none of those opposed to
the shameful scheme are allowed on
that jury! The thousands of sub
stantial men and women whose integ
rity and godliness build the abiding
structure of the state are not there.
Why should they be consulted any
how? The few hundreds in this bawl
ing mob before the pretorium are the
only ones with the right to speak. And
speak they do. Don't listen, they say
to any of those who warn you to put
this thing out. We are the men that
make the town have the right to
make it as dirty as we like for we
are the boosters. Those long-face- d
puritanical knockers are always
against everything. They don't count
alongside of us sports who make the
town. They are just miserable, sour,
envious knockers who are. mad be-
cause we are going to make money
By his faltering and uncurtain ac-
tion in delaying until practically !
last minute his official anuonnce-men- t
of the attitude he would tke
In regard to the staging of me Joiin-son-Fly-
battle In New Mexico 'Gov-
ernor William C. McDonald succeed-
ed In calling down upon his head the
condemnation of all thinking people of
th state; people who believe a gov-
ernor should be strong and virile, alert
of perception and decisive of action.
Those persons who believe boxing
should be permitted in New Mexico,
especially residents of Las Vegas who
staked $10,000 on the staging of the
battle of yesterday, were disgusted
because the chief executive's actions
made the contest a financial failure
and deprived the state of thousands
of dollars which would have been
spent here had the governor been
manly enough to declare himself de-
finitely when rumors began being
telegraphed all over the world to the
effect that be would not allow' the
fight to be staged. The people who
believe prize ring battles should not
be tolerated In, New Mexico have an
equally Just grievance against the gov-
ernor, whose attitude led them to be-
lieve that he would put the lid on the
fight
The state is divided on the boxing
queqstion into two classes; those who
' believe in ring battles and those who
do not Both classes are disgusted
with the governor's actions. It may
safely be said in this connection, then,
' that the governor didn't make a sin-
gle fri,end by his attiude to the Flynn-Johnso- n
exhibition. He tried to car-
ry water on both shoulders and suc-
ceeded only in spilling both buckets
and giving himself a decidedly cold
bath.
Had Governor McDonald, when first
he learned that it was proposed to
stage the Flynn-Johnso- n bout In New
Mexico, declared he would not count-
enance such an exhibition and would
use every means at his hands as chief
police i oiffter of the state to stop It,
he would have been pointed out the
world over as a man of decision and
honor. Fight promoters and lovers
of boxing would have declared he was
"on the square" In giving them
ample warning not to invest their
money in an enterprise held under
the ban of the chief executive. Per-
sons who are opposed to boxing would
have declared him the right kind of
a governor. By remaining uncommu-
nicative, though repeatedly asked for
a statement of his position, Governor
McDonald caused New Mexico people
to lose good, hard earned money and
succeeded in arousing the disgust of
the anti-priz- e fight people.
The position of the church people
of the state, large numbers of whom
are against boxing exhilbtions be-
cause they believe they are brutal,
was aptly stated by Rev Norman
Skinner, pastor of the First Presbyte-
rian church, last Sunday morning.
Full of rich sarcasm the sermon draws'
a deadly parallel between Governor
McDonald and Pilate, who washed his
hands while the Son of God was being
crucified. Mr. Skinner showed how
Pilate's action meant to the Roman
governor political and physical sui-
cide and how, try as he would, he
was unable to cleanse himself of the
responsibility for that Crime of the
Ags.
Will Governor McDonald's notion in
regard to the Flynn-Johnso- n fight re
sult In political suicide for the state's
chief executive? Future events, It Is
believed, will answer yes,
Mr. Skinner's sermon Is tug follows
The Governor Washes his Hands
Matt. 27:24. "When Pilate sai
that he could prevail nothing, but that
rather a tumult was made, he took
water and washed his hands before
the multitude, saying, I am innocent
of the blood of this just person: see
ye to it"
It is a troublesome day In old Jeru
salem. A great moral Issue has been
slowly taking shape for months and
now insistently thrusts itself upon the
governor for decision. The visions of
prophets, the ideals of statesmen,
the prayers of martyrs, the tears of
the poor, have at last incarnated
themselves in the Man of Galilee. But
to preach redeeming grace Is to come
Into conflict with Intrenched wrong,
habituated vice and the arrogant pow-'e-r
ot successful sin. The politico-ecclesiasti- c
machine now has Him in
Its grip. Bribery, perjury and Inti-
midation have procured, the sentence
out of this and they can't They are
always shutting down on things al-
ways wanting to put something out of
business. They are poor driveling
idiots never getting anywhere. They
earn the money for the community,
they produce all that makes prosper-
ity, and then we sports squeeze it out
of them and use it to make the town
go some. Don't listento those ac-
cursed growlers; don't'" give those
blanked, blankety bLbked ! !
knockers any chance.
0, come now, puts in the governor,
that's going almost too far. I am
almost something of their kind my-
self. If you will just thiuk "Think,
they break in, "we can't do anything
else but think. Why our money's
gone into this thing, and you can't
let us suffer now. All that good money
go glimmering?" And all through the
jury bous the blubbering voice of the
only and original Shylock: "My duc-
ats! O my ducats! O my Christian
ducats!" Curse it all, they blurt out,
don't you know that this fellow we
want to put out of the way this
"new Messiah" has been upsetting
business? "Beezness." we tell you!
By heaven, governor, we have lost
a pile of money already on this thing.
Why, we are getting everything ready
to work a big profit out of this oc-
casion, make things hum and give
the town a push on to the way be-
sides. We had our tables set up and
were building our counters to accom-
modate the dear, people, and just as
things were beginning to move, along
comes this high-bro- "prophet and
upset the money-table- dumps the
coin on the floor atfjhaaes Off the
crowdB. We sure lost much sester-
ces on that deal. "My ducats! O my
ducats! O my Christian ducats!" No
J sport, we mean will stand for
such a thing. You have just got to
let this thing go on. You can't let us
stand there and hold the bag.
Besides, the jury serenely remarks,
there is no law forbidding the ini-
quity. We have seen to that. And
good authorities Bay it is legal. Of
course you can stop it if you want to.
You have the power to call it off, a
course. But what's the use of trou
bling yourself. You can stop it, if
you want to. You can save the good
name of the town and the state; you
can prevent this obloquy from fasten
ing on the community; you can
heed the appeals of the thousands
of sober, substantial men all over the
state who love --decency and honor, de-
fend the sanctity of the home, revere
the purity of womanhood, safeguard
the innocence of childhood and will
not profane the name of their country
or of their God. You can show such
courage and moral conviction as to
prove that this commonwealth is real
ly entitled to It all
lies with you, If you choose to inter- -
The highest point of woman's hap-
piness is reached only through moth
erbood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b-e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering inci-
dent to its consummation. But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend Is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and sooth-
ing effect on those portions of the
system involved. It is intended to
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffer- -
ing through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mothers
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the help
ful restoration to health and strength
It brings about after baby comes.
Mother's Friend
Is for sale at
drug stores.Write for our
free book for
Capital Paid in
,
$100,000.00
LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Vegas SsLV-ing- s Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Mlgoel National Bank
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fere. But if you don't let us get our
money out of the show now well,
this thing will oome back to you. We
don't forget And look here, gover-
nor, you just can't break, it now. How
it would look. If you should call out
the police to prevent us from debasing
G. Haydon
W. Kelly
T. Qoskins
President
Vice President
Treasurer
naar look ai tne prominent men
supporting it! There are the sena-
tors, and the Judges and the mayor of
the city, and and even the
ecclesiastics; there are
and and the leading busi-
ness interests. What effrontery to
oppose such substantial promoters
The lawyers and doctors, the Phari-
sees and Saduccess together, and uni-
versity men, too, stand for it. This
is the "irrespectable element," this
time, governor, they are "honorable
men," even like those who with Bru-
tus stabbed defenceless Caesar to
I
Interest Pa.id on Deposis
ourselves. Just think how that would
look on the map! Folks all over the
nation would never be done talking
about how the executive had to call
out the militia to keep the town from
debauching itself. No, sir. This whole
town goes down on its knees to you
to beg you not to call out the militia
to prevent this Infamy we have stag-
ed. There Is our verdict
How modern it all seems, almost as
if It had taken place right In the
(Continued on Page Seven)
expectant moth-
ers which contains much valuable
information, and many suggestions of
a helpful nature.
'
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CAMPAIGN IS
COSI A BIG
SUM
mure than a pound and a half every
week. It will mark an Incieaic of
the trifling amount of 1SS.00O ton
over the consumption during or
enough to fill a train of freignt ars
reaching from New York to Philadel-
phia. In no other country In the
world, according to this authority,
is the use of sugar Increasing so ra-
pidly aa In the I'nited States and no
other people use It as extensively
as Americans except the British
-
- it v ;fi
1Easiest tV ,H fit on any v
Q.D. Clincher fi R im J
Just as superior to other tires
as Michelin Red Inner Tubes are to
other tubes
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IN STOCK BY
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.,
E. Las Vegas, N, JUL
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ROOSEVELT ORGANIZES THIRD
PARTY EXPENSE NEXT FALL
WILL BE $5,000,000.
cZ y that 0,6and Baltimore convention
are mat ers of Watery. New Yorkers.
uusiiy speculating as to wneuier
the country is to see a campaign
which financially at least will make
all those which have gone before look
Hie the proverbial thirty cents. As
a result of the talk of new third
party headed by Roosevelt the public
la getting some Insight Into the ei
pense of getting the voter to the polls
In the proper frame of mind. Five
million dollars is the amount which
many experts figure the sage of Oys
ter Bay will need to carry out a na-
tional movement along the lines pro
jected, and although the sum seems
large It is undoubtedly not much over
Hhe mark. Indeed by some it is held
to he considerably under It. There is
no question that it costs far more to-
day than even four years ago to car-
ry on effective political agitation and
the high cost of campaigns threatens
to became as serious a problem to the
70111101808 as the high cost of living Is
to the average mortal. Estimates
made within the past few days from
men in a position to Judge with rea-
sonable accuracy place the amount ex-
pended by the Roosevelt and Taft
"forces in their preconventlon cam-
paigns at a million dollars apiece,
while the cost of inflating the booms
of the more numerous Democratic as-
pirants probably reached about the
same total. Just why such a vast
sum as $5,000,000' may be needed to
set a brand new party on Its legs Is
indicated by the fact that the cost of
getting only one circular of postcard
size to each voter In the country is
about $200,000. Maintenance of head
quarters In each of the 2940 counties
of the United States would cost heav
ily, and even if, instead of counties,
the 390 congressional districts , were
used as tha basis of organization the
cash would still go at a rate to make
a millionaire's income seem trifling.
When the cost of lecture halls, trav-
eling expenses, entertainment bills,
campaign bills, and all other items
are figured in the estimate of $5,000,-00- 0
does not appear far out of the
way.
Uncle Sam Likes Sweets
That seven and a half Million
pounds of sugar will be consumed In
the United States during the present
year is the estimate just compiled by
a statistical expert here It th Is pre-
diction is verified it will mean an
average consumption of a little over
80 pounds of sugar for every man,
woman and child in the country or
At 5, Gave Him
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
Letters recently received from Mr.
Wm. Dehlin, 924 Coeur DAlene St,
Couer D'AIene, Idaho, and Miss Llna
Beues, Sebastopol, Calif., are but a
few of thousands showing the esteem
in which Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
Is held. It is mild, gentle, g
not violent, like salts or cathartics.
It cures gradually and pleasantly so
that In time nature again does its own
work without outside aid. Constipat-
ed people owe it to themselves to use
this grand bowel specific
Any one wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist at BO cenrts
or one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
Washington, St, Monticello, 111, Your
name and address on a postal card
will do.
goose which lays the golden eggs,
since it is at last being demonstrat-
ed that there is a limit even to the
price which the publio will pay for
meats.
where Carrying is wronq
Fellows of Oxford University, Eng-
land, In Certain Circumstance
Are Penalized for Wedding.
Much Is heard of the taxation ot
bachelors; but little is ever said of
the communities wherein matrimony
Is deemed a punishable offense. Per-
haps the most extraordinary ideas
with reference to this subject may
be said to be held at Oxford Univer-
sity in England. There, for Instance,
a fellow of All Souls College forfeit!
his fellowship. If when studying the
classics, he should take nnto himself
i wife. In such event he must not
only pay a penalty, but must also pre-
sent his college with a memorial In
the shape of a silver cup, with the fur-
ther condition that on this cup shall
be inscribed in Latin, "He backslid
Into matrimony."
There is an aristocratic club In Lon-
don, the Bachelors of Piccadilly,
whereof the members who so far for-
get their loyalty to the club as to
marry are actually expelled and ostra-
cized. The only saving feature ot
such expulsion is that, by the pay-
ment of a fine of one hundred dollars,
the offending one may retain an hon-
orary membership; but, so far as ac-
tive membership is concerned, he la
strictly out of It for the rest of his
life. .
- There li a' similar organization In
Germany, the Junggesellen Club.
Whenever there comes to the officials
of this club any intimation that a
member contemplates matrimony, he
is Immediately summoned for trial In
the club court, with the president as
Judge. The culprit is allowed to plead
In extenuation of his offense, and up-
on his skill in presenting such plea
depends the amount of his fine, which
ranges from one hundred to one thou-
sand dollars. The humorous feature
of the fine consists In the application
made. The money Is devoted to a
dinner, whereat all members appear
In mourning attire. At the conclu-
sion of the repast the president sol-
emnly reads the sentence of expul-
sion, and the delinquent Is led from
the room amid the groans and lamen-
tations of his erstwhile club fellows.
Th Sunday Magazine.
The Otitic prints an tbe nw
it
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whose record will be overhauled and
passed within a few years If the pres- -
fitit rata ft InnaxinoA nn Vi! ! r
the Atlantic.!, maintained. The
planatlon of thi8 ncreaBe dcraand
for ,weet lnteregtin(f 8lnre ,!ke
many other present day development
It is attributed to the advancing cost
of living. It Is pointed out that with
the steadily mounting price of meat
the ordlsary man is forced to eat less
of this product and makes up for It
by using more sugar which is recog-
nized by dletlsts as a great heat and
energy producer within the body. It
might be expected as a natural retnilt
of this increased demand that the
price of sugar Itself would advance,
but this, the expert shows, Is one cf
the very few food products that have
not increased materially in price vith-I- n
the past few years. The explana-
tion given of this is the rapid increase
in the production of sugar in the Uni-
ted States which serves to hold down
the price during a part of the year
and, this authority says, ultimately
will mean a complete domestic sup-
ply of .sugar at cheap rates providing
the growing of sugar continues to be
encouraged as in the past
Pawn Brokers are Victims
New York pawnbrokers, reputed to
be the wiliest of mankind, are weep-
ing tears as the result of their dis-
covery of the unpleaasnt fact that they
have themselves been made the vic-
tims of a hoax. Bad as this is the
situation Is made still more gloomy
because of the fact that It was the
members of the police force who turn
ed the trick. For many years It has
been th custom of the city's "un-
cles' to advance money on winter po-
lice uniforms during the summer
months and vice versa, thus affording
the officers some ready cash and re
lievlng them of the necessity of stow-
ing away clothing in moth balls. Last
fall the summer uniforms were hung
on the racks. There they still re-
main, for a new design of uniform
has been accepted and the patrolmen
have so little use for their old clothes
that they will not come for them.
The unredeemed uniforms are all but
valueless, the pawnbrokers say. Af
the auction sales they bring exceel
Ingly low prices. Generous amounts
were allowed the owners because it
was believed to be certain that they
would be needed again, and it also
was well to be on the good Bide of the
police.' It Is said that one broker sent
a circular to all patrolmen, advising
them of the large amounts allowed,
and as a result he had as many as
six hundred police outfits in his lofts.
The "good uncles" are so glum that
they are even thinking of appealing
From a mere skeleton, consti
pated, no appetite, Mr. S. H.
Hiestand was restored to
health, gained 20 pounds and
reinvlgorated till he says he
feels like a young man again.
"Two years ago I was a mere
skeleton, weighed less than ioo
pounds, was constipated, appetite
gone, and thought I would never
recover. I procured some Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey, used it, and it
put new life into my body, and in
the course of three months gained
20 pounds. I remained well for
two years, and once more was taken
with a bad cough and appetite
gone; also became constipated. I
used more of this medicine, and am
mm Whiskey
SUGAR PLUM CENTURIES OLD
It Was Invanted by Julius. Dragatus,
a Roman Baker, In the Year
177 B. C.
Of all candles, perhaps the "sugar
plum" boasts the most ancient II ne--.
It was the Invention of one Ju-
lius Dragatus, a noted Roman baker
and confectioner, a member of th
Tamlly of th Fabit
Dragatus put forth the first speci-
men of this confection In the year 177
B. C. Tbe bonbons of this variety
were called dragatl, after their inven-
tor (dragee la French), and their
manufacture constituted a monopoly
enjoyed exclusively by the Fabian
family. Whenever there was a birth
or a marriage In that family a great
Slstrlbutlon of dragatl took place as
in evidence ot rejoicing. This cus
tom Is still retained by certain of th
Bid noble families of Europe.
Th pastil Is of far later origin,
It wa Invented and Introduced Into
Prance by an Italian oonfectioner, th
Florentine Pastllla, a proteg of th
Medici. When Maria de Medici mar-
ried Henry IV of France Pastllla
his royal patron to th
French court, where his bonbons soon
achieved a tremendous vogue. Every
body at th Florentine's candles.
They were ottered in all flavors.
Burnt almonds are a confection of
purely French origin, owing their In
ception to the gluttony of a French
merchant On day, tradition ha It,
Marshal Duplessls-Prall- n sent for Las- -
sagne, the Inventor of many tooth'
some dainties, and bade him concoct
a new bonbon. Lassagne searched, re-
flected, combined, nntll he finally hit
upon tbe confection of burnt almonds,
which were baptized with the name of
the old gourmet, the French for
burnt almonds.
PATHOS OF EATING OYSTERS
It Require Great Moral Courage to
Think of Swallowing One of
th Bivalves.
To me the practice of devouring
any animal life in Its entirety Is, and
always has been, most difficult The
terrible demand ot the oyster is that
he be swallowed as a unit with all
' Ms hopes, his joys, his sorrows, his
love, his fears, and his ears and his
tears; the thought Is appalling.
I can eat large slices of a cow, and
1 suppose in a lifetime I have eaten a
number of mature oxen, a few calves,
a nock of sheep, several Iambs,
number ot turkeys, a long roost full
of hens, a good sized aquarium,
goose or two and some ducks but J
did not swallow any of them whole.
I took a slice at a time and enjoyed
It, as my appetite Is above th over
age tor most dishes.
I dont mind seeing oysters swim-
ming in a savory stew, I like their so-
ciety and flavor, but It takes all of
my moral courage to think of eating
one. Every time I get one of the lib
tie bivalves before me my eyes mag-
nify him, he grows larger and larger,
an emotional lump rises in my throat
and I am obliged to content myseil
with swallowing my emotions Instead
of swallowing the emotions of tha
the oyster.' When I look at the little
fellow lying helplessly before me, wttn
nis sappery surface and yielding body
i mum mat snouid I succeed In
swallowing him I might have even
more difficulty in retaining him. Albert Scott Cox in the Metropolitan
agasine.
HERMIT LODGE.
In the midst of tall pines. The most
beautiful resort on the Scenic High
way, excellent trout fishing,
accommodations. Running
mountain spring water, broad porch
es, rustic swings, musics. The Ideal
place for an outing. Table unexcelled.
MRS. S. B. WARNER, In Charge.
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And of course you
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Oil Cook-stov- e
It is such convenience til the year
round, it will bake, broil, roast and toast
just as well as a regular coal range.
The New PertVctioa Stove b handsomely
finished in nickel, w ith cabinet lop, drop shelves,
towel rck, etc.Free with every store. Cook
Book also gives to anyone "ing 5 otoU to
cover mailing coat.
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
Las Vegas Automobile & machine Co.
Phone Main 344. Whalen, & Fowler Props
Prejudice Is a hard thing to over-
come, but where health is at stake
and the opinion of thousands of re-
liable people differs from yours, pre-
judice then becomes your menace and
you ought to lay It asJJa This Is
said In the Interest of people suffer
ing from chronic constipation, and It
is- - worthy of their attention. .
In the opinion of legions of reliable
American people the most stubborn
constipation imaginable can be cured
by a brief use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin. You may not have heard of
It before, but ao not doubt Its merits
on that account, or because it has not
been blatantly advertised. It has sold
very successfully on word of mouth
recommendation. Parents are giving
It to their children today who were
given It by itbeir parents, and it has
been truthfully said that more drug-
gists use it personally in their fami-
lies than any other laxative.
to Commissioner Waldo. However,
there Is nothing to prevent a patrol-
man pawning his uniform if he is so
inclined, provided the buttons, pre-
cinct numbers or other city property
are removed. None the lees, it is In-
timated that action of some sort will
be taken at the next meeting of the
Pawnbrokers'- association. A pawn-
broker said recently he had allowed
four patrolmen $18 a piece on their
last year's suits. Sold In the Bowery
they netted him each four dollars.
Fire Bugs "Syndicate" Broken
That the death knell of the "arson
trust" a curious organization of New
York's underworld will soon be
sounded Is th,e belief of the fire de-
partment here as the result of arrests
which It is expected will shortly be
made after half a decade of endeavor
to bring within thai clutches.
of the law the members of an or
ganization which has capitalized the
building of incendiary fires. Accord
ing to tne lire marshal, this gang
in the conduct of its ingenious pur
suit, has caused the loss of more than
11,000,000 in the last fiye years through
small fires. Although its existence
has long been known the makeup of
the organization is apparently as ua
certain and changeable as that of the
"black hand.' It Is sometimes called
tha "Firebug syndicate' and is said
to consist of a number of quick-wi- t
ted and rather ingenious scoundrels
wnose usual plan of campaign is to
make bargains with persons willing
to defraud insurance companies by
which the firebug receives a stated
sum, ranging from $25 to $100 for
starting a blaze in small apartment
with the connivance of those who live-ther-
who have previously Insured
their petty belongings for as large
sums as they can get. So bold has
the "firebug syndicate" become of
late, however, that as a result of their
recent operations and the assistance
of a member of the underworld in the
confidence of the police, it is now
believed that within a very short
time evidence will be completed which
will ensure the elimination of one of
the strangest and certainly the most
dangerous of New York's many trusts.
Butchers Closing Shops
In the prediction of local butcher
that New York will be practically a
vegetarian city by fall, unless the pre-
sent high prices of meat abate, locn)
students of the high cert of lllvns
problems have at last discovered a
state of affairs which they believe
will go much further toward putting
an end to the beef trust than all the
actions which have been brought
against It by the federal government.
In other words they now look to the
packers to dig their own Industrial
graves unless meat products become
cheaper very Bpeedlly. This new
view is due to thjef fact that a consid-
erable number of butchers In nearby
territory have already been forced
out of business or had to close up
their shops temporarily, because pric-
es on the products which they handle
have soared to such an altitude as to
reduce their trade to practically no-
thing. As a result It is a matter of
almost dally occurence to hear of
the closing of onef or more of these
distributing plants; it Is believed that
even the mighty beef barons may be
brought to feel the effective antagon
ism of a public now groaning under
prices higher than af any time since
the civil war. The presence of ho(
weather when the' consumption of
meat is at its lowest coupled with the
tendency to substitute fish for meat
undoubtedly has had something to do
with the hard straights In which lo
cal butchers now find themselves. The
prohibitive prices of ibejeT, however,
are undoubtedly the most Important
factor in a situation which may ulti-
mately lead to relief. Should this be
the case it will tie an Interesting ex
ample of a big corporation killing the
Vigor ,
and RQliovod Constipation
SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour 8L
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, Sia.OO
W porehMd several carload of thla beantlfni dinner-war- e, And oarfarm purchase enabled the manafaotnrer to give as aa exclusive designami a very low price. We are charn part of the cost to "adverttaing
or
aet. It Is ot a beautiful 'Oosmos1
'ioa mail i in wjj rouiue manufacturer and ouraelvea.There Is a coupon In every sack
eeupons and (3.90 in eauh, draft, postal or express money order, and we willend yon one of these beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons and re
mi nance to The China Department of the Larabee Floor Mills Company.Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.The coupons in LARABKK'S Flour are also Rood for StOKers tiUrerwarS)And other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular. w
EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mighty-Good- " GER.
MAN-MILLE- D Flour that makes Baking a Delight1J forSALE
By Trv.ai :K
- - -
- AViappy to say that I am once more
Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. Reynolds Vice President HaPett Raynows Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President ' tf. Erie Hoke Asat Cashier
WR. s. H. hiestand. 85 YearsOid. well; am feeling just 25 and yet I
am 85. I have been recommending it to other old, people and I have
not found one whom I persuaded to try its virtues but who has been
wonderfully benefited. S. II. tliestand, Liberty, Ind."
i
riifs Pure Our New Perfection Broiler
Is pleasing many women. It enables the housewife to broil
as well on the New Perfection Stove as over a coal fire.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
.is one of the greatest strength builders and tonic stimulants known
to science. It assists digestion and assimilation of the food, thus
driving nourishment into the system and giving tone and vitality to
every organ in the body. It has been used with remarkable results in
the prevention and relief of all throat, lung and stomach troubles and
all wasting and diseased conditions. Recognized as a family medicine
It uses all the heat. '
It cooks evenly.
It broils both sides at once.'
It doesn't smoke. OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.and prescribed by physicians everywhere.
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Piofits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Intarest Paid on Time Deposits
BE SURE YOU GET DUFFY'S
When you ask roar druggist, grocer or
dealer for Dully ' Pure Malt Whiskey be sura
you get the genuine. It isaa absolutely pure
medicinal malt whiskey and Is sold IN
fctALI I) BOTTLES ONLY never In balk.
Look lor the trade-mar- the "Old Chemist,"
an the label, and make sure the seal over the
cork Is unbrokea. Price 91.00 a large bottle.
Write our Medical Department for doctors'
advice, and aa illustrated medical booklet
scot free.
Tba DnHy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N ,Y.
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boise, Salt Lake City
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July 15
OLYMPIC GAMESINTERFERENCE OF
HiKh (plain) diving from
heights of 5 and 10 metres,
for ludie Finl
100 metres, back stroke Final
Water polo.
July 14
400 mtres, free style Final
400 metres, team race, for la-
dies IteaU
Water polo.
July 15
400 metres, team race for la-
dles n1
H!t;h diving, plain snd vari
WILL BEGIN
TOMORROW
ENTIRE PROGRAM HAS BEEN AN
NOUNCED; IT IS MADE UP"
OF MANY EVENT8.
Stockholm," July 6. The following
is Uie full program of the athletic
events of the Olympic games which
begin here July 6:
Javelin, best hand Final
10,000 metres Heats
100 metres Heats
800 metres Heats
July 7
Running high Jump Heats
10,000 metres Final
100 metres Final
800 metres , Final
Pentathlon:
Running broad jump.
Javelin, best hand.
200 metres.
Discuss, best hand.
1,500 metres.
July 8
Running high jump Final
Standing broad Jump Final
Relay, 400 metres a Haata
Walking, 10,000 metres Heats
July 9
Javelin, right and left hand. Final
1,500 metres Heats
5,000 metres Heats
Relay, 400 metres Final
July 10 ,
Pole Jump ............ Final
Putting weight, best hand.... Final
200 metres Heats
1,600 metres Final
5,000 'metres Final
July 11
Putting weight, right and left
hand Final
200 metres Final
Hurdles, 110 metres Heats
Walking, 10,000 metres Final
July 12 .
I Running broad Jump. . Final
Discus, best hand . . .Final
400 metres . ..Heas
Team, 3,000 metres Hea-.-
Hurdles, 110 metres Final
July 13
Standing high jump Final
Throwing discus, right and left
hand . Finalk.
400 metres Final
Team, 3,000 metres Final
July 14. ':'
Throwing, hammer Final
Marathon Final
Relay, 1,600 metres ..Final
First Half Decathlon:
100 metres.
Running broad Jump.
Putting weight, best hand. .
Running high jump..
400 metres.
121522
C1)C gaily pttc
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6LD GLORY HAS 43 STARS.!
Washington, D. C, July 5. t'vjH
stars were added to the national flag
yesterday, denoting the addition of
Arizona and New Mexico to ten tl?-
terhood of states. It has been some
time since the two territories became
states, but under the law the change
in the. flag could not be made until
"today, 'which Is the Independence
Day next following their admission
to statehood.
Tha la wgoverning the subject is
contained in the act of coneress ap
proved April 4, 1818. That act pro
vides as follows:
"On the admission of a new stat3
into the union, one star shall be add
ed to the union of the flag and such
addition shall take effect on the lib.
day of July then next succeeding such
admission."
This Is the first time since 1890
that more than one star has been
added at a time. In that year Btars
were added for the five new states
of Idaho, Washington, Montana and
North and South Dakota. I "i
Since July 4, 1896, the official ar
rangement of the stars In the blue
filed of the flag has been such asto
permit the addition of more stars
without destroying the symmetry of
the approved design. In none tf
the acts of congress relating to the
flag has the manner of arranging the
stars been prescribed. Before the
date named there was a lack of uni-
formity in the matter. After July 4,
1896, when Utah was admitted to the
union, the forty-fiv- e stars' in the flag
were arragned in six rows, the first,
third and fifth rows having eight
stars each.
Four years ago a rearrangement of
the stars was made by a Joint board
cf army and navy officers to meet the
case of Oklahoma. Under that ar-
rangement, which has prevailed until
today, there were eight stars In the
first, third, fourth and sixth rows
and seven stars in the second and
fifth rows. The rearrangement to
meet the case of Arizona and New
Mexico was a very simple matter. All
that was necessary was the addition
of a star each to the second and fifth
tows, which makes six rows of eight
stars each. Since the admission of
any of the territorial possessions to
statehood is a matter of the distant
future the present arrangement ot
the stars in the national flag is like-
ly to remain unchanged for a long
time to come.
NELLIE GRANT SARTORIS WEDS.
Coburg, Ont., July 5. The wedding
of Mrs. Nellie Grant Sartoris, only
daughter of former President Ulysses
S. Grant, and Frank H. Jones, former
Relay, 1.C00 metres .Final (
Cross country, 8.000 metres. . iuii
Second Ha'f Decathlon:
Hurdle, 110 metres.
Discus, best baud. ,
Pole Jump.
Javelin, Lest band.
1,500 nvtrs.
Hop, step and Jump ..Fina!
There will also be tug-of-w- com-
petitions, tor which the istea have
not rsen fixed.
The following ia the program of
swimming event, all of which will bej
held In the evening:
July 6
100 metres, free style . . . .. .Heats
1,600 metres, free atyle...... Heats
High (plain) diving from
(heights of 5 and 10 metres.. Heats
Water polo.
July 7
200 metrea, breast stroke.... Heats
1,50 metrea, free style Heata
.High (plain) diving! from
heights of 6 and 10 metres. ..Heats
Water polo. , . ,
July 7 ". '.'
200 metres, breast stroke.. Heata
100 metres, free style. Second heats
1,600 metres, free style. Heats
July 8
400 metres, breast stroke.. ..Heats
Spring-boar- d diving ,.. .Heats
100 metres, free style for la-- .
dies .'...Heats
100 metres, free style for la-
dle ......Final
1,500 metres, free style for
ladles Second heats
Water polo.
July 9
100 metres, back stroke. .... .Heats
Spring-boar- d diving Final
200 metres, breast stroke. . .
Second heats
Water polo.
July 10 '7
100 metres, back stroke. . . .
Second heats
High (plain diving from
heights of 6 and 10 metres,
for ladles. Heats
200 metres, breast stroke. .. .Final
1,500 metres, free style Final
Water polo. -- i
July 11 M- -
:
.
-- v
100 metres, free Style, for
ladles : Second heats
400 metres, .free style.... ...Heats
400 metres, breast stroke. .;;.
,
.Second--heat-
High (plain) .diving, from
heights of 5 and 10 metres. Final
Water polo. .... :
July 12 f, , .
800 metres, A.'m race ......Heals
'High diving, plain and vari- - .,.
ety diving combined, from vi
heights of 5, and 10 met-
res , Heats
100 metres, free style for la-
dles Final
400 metres, breast stroke. .. .Final
Water polo.
July 13
400 metres, free style. Second heats
store of Quality
AMERICANS MATED
BADLY IN PANAMA
POLITICAL .SITUATION IN CANAL
ZONE SAID TO HAVE BE-
COME COMPLICATED.
Washington, July 5. Officials here
suspect that what was at first believ
ed to be nothing more ti.un one of tna
common rows peculiar to. the "red
light" district In Panama may actual
ly have a very serious foundation and
be connected in a way with the po
litical situation.
Adherents of the PorraB cause have
insisted that the Panama police were
bitterly hostile to, all Americans and
resentful to the presence of Ameri
can commissioners at the recent elec-
tion to insure fair dealings, it has
been alleged that American sailors
have uniformly been treated with the
greatest harshness by the police. It
is recalled that a year ago one Amer.
lean blue jacket, was deliberately
murdered and several others severely
Injured by the police, for which the
Panama government was obliged to
pay an indemnity.
With reports now due from the
American legation at Panama and the
commanding officer ot marines, offi
cials here expect to be if possession
of all the facts necessary for their
guidance within a day or two.
'The elections just held, though
purely municipal, have resulted in a
demonstration of such overwhelming
support of the Porras candidate as
to forecast defeat of the Arosemena
party at the national election on
July 14.
It Is believed the government
strongly will resist being dispossessed
by the Porras party. Major Smealy
D. Butler, commanding the marines
at Camp Elliott, Panama City, has re
ported that eight soldiers of the
Tenth infantry, two marines and one
civilian were seriously wounded in
the fight. He reports two of the in
fantrymen will die.
Major General Wood, chief ot staff,
has sent a ' telegram -, to the com
mander of the Tenth Infantry re
questing a report on the accident im-
mediately.
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
A regular meeting of the city coun
cil of the City of Las Vegas, N. M.,
was held on this 2Gth day of June,
1912.
..- Present: Aldermen' Chris Weigand,
B. F. Forsythe, Jerry .Quinn, J. K.
Martin, R, F. Hays; Hallet Raynolds,
Dan Stern 7.
Absent: Alderman B.- F. McUuire
1.
Quorum present and Mayor Taup-er- t
in the chair.
Mr. Quinn, chairman police and
fire committee, presented report on
matters pertaining to the cleaning of
rooms occupied by uie members ot
fire department. On Mr, Raynolds'
motion, the report was received and
ordered to be filed.
Mr. Quinn also submitted opinion
of city attorney In reference to the
collection of fines in police court,
etc. Mr. Raynolds moved that the re-
port be referred back to the police
committee with instructions to direct
police magistrate to discontinue the
remitting of fines except in cases of
minors, seconded and carried.
Mr. Hays said,' that In view of the
heavy expense the city would have
to meet to give satisfactory police
protection; it would be entirely prop-
er that the promoters of tne Flynn-Johnso- n
fight should be waited upon
and asked to contribute an adequate
sum for that purpose, and he would
move, that the police committee and
mayor be delegated to interview the
proper parties and put the matter be-
fore them. . The motion was duly sec-
onded and carried.
Report of city physician in regard
to the Las Vegas hospital's drain-
age matter was referred back to the
city physician.
Hallet Raynolds, chairman financs
committee, stated that city attorney
had not fully ' reported on .certain
questions touching the lien ordinance
now pending before the council.
Finance committee reported on Bill
No. 257, the same having been pub-
lished as a proposed ordinance. Mr.
Martin moved that rules be suspend-
ed, second reading omitted and read
thp third time by title only, prepara-
tory for its passage, seconded and
carried. Mr. Martin moved that bill
be now adopted, seconded; ayes and
nays were called resulting in adop-
tion of bill and was ordered to be en-
grossed as Ordinance No. 358.
Mr. Wiegand moved that communi-
cation from Agua Pure Co. be laid on
the table. Carried.
Mr. Forsythe jnoved that bill from
L. W. Ilfeld for fire bell be laid on
the table until next regular meeting.
Council on motion adjourned.
Attest: Approved.
Clerk. Mayor.
WILSON DOES NOT
CARE WHO IT IS
CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT
CARELESS ABOUT NATIONAL
CHAIRMANSHIP
Sea Girt N. J., July G. Governor
Wilson's mind Is "still like an open
book" to quote him exactly on his
choice for chairman of the democrat
ic national committee. He said to
day he would not decide until the
last minute.
"With regard to things of that
sort," he said, "I never make up my
mind until I announce my decision
When there IS a question like thiB
to decide I listen to all arguments and
then argue It in my own mind. At
present my mind Is In. the midst of
the argument." .
William G. McAdoo, of New York,
who has been mentioned as a possible
choice of Governor. Wilson for treas
urer of the1 committee had a long con
ference with the governor during the
forenoon. At its conclusion, the gov
ernor said (hat Mr. McAdoo's name
had not been suggested to him in
that connection and, he had no choice
at present for the place. Later In
the day Governor Wilson had a talk
with Josephus Daniels and Robert S
Hudspeth, national committeemen
from North Carolina and New Jersey,
respectively.
Governor Wilson said he had asked
Judge Grosscup, chairman of the dem-
ocratic state committee qf New Jer
sey, to invite former United States
Senator James Smith, Jr., and James
R. Nugent to visit him here next
Monday with the other members of
the New Jersey delegation to Balti
more.
Further details came out today of
how Chicago instead of New York
was selected as the meeting place of
the democratic national committee
July 15 at the suggestion of Gover
nor Wilson. Although several eastern
committeemen had agreed upon New
York the governor asked that Chica
go be selected as he had been advised
by southern and western committee
men,that many members would be
represented by proxy at New York.
These men, he was told, would be
present at Chicago.
When Normal E. Mack, In his capa-
city, of chairman, first announced that
New York had been selected, Josephus
Daniels, of North Carolina and two
western committeemen went to Mr.
Mack.
"It's a poor choice," they told him.
The" western members wont have
time to get home and come back to
New York." v
"Of course," Mr. Mack replied, "I
have no choice but to announce the
decision as chairman. Most of the men
tell me they prefer New York."
So Mr. Daniels laid the case before
Wilson.
"One third of the committee will
be represented by proxy if we meet
in New York," he told the nominee.
"That would not be right," com
mented the governor. "We want thera
in person. Who., would hold these
proxies?"
"We don't know," said Mr. Daniels,
"Then it wont do," said the gover
nor. Presently the governor sent
for Mr. Mack and -- suggested the
change. The committee was canvas
sed again and Chicago was chosen.
"Had Close Call," Bryan
Lincoln, Neb., Juiy 5. "Never In
my experience," said Mr. Bryan this
morning In referring to his fight at
Baltimore, "had victory hung by such
a slender thread and ' never had It
been dependent upon so many per
sons about whose position I knew no
thing."
"Never for a moment did I delude
myself into believing that I could
secure the nomination at Baltimore.
I told the republicans that I could
come nearer being nominated at Chi
cago than at Baltimore. That was
my belief before I went to Chicago,
and after the republicans and nomin
ated Mr. Taft by means that I would
not now describe, and after Mr.
Roosevelt had announced his willing
ness to run as a third candidate with
a new party, I felt that the only
thing to do at Baltimore was to
write a platform so progressive and
nominate a candiate so progressive
that Roosevelt would find no excuse
for running.
"If Clark had come out as Wilson
did," said Mr. Bryan, referring tfo
the temporary lohalrmanshlp tight
"If he had refused to allow his lead-
ers to lead him Into the position that
he occupied, the result of this conven-
tion might have been very different'
State Senator C. J. Laughren of
Demlng was a visitor In Las Vegas
yesterday and today.
POLICE. SAVES
KNOCKOUT
(Continued From Page One;
of right ijiul lui't uppercuts to the
face. seemed as if the
champion was holding himself in
check. t&.'judulged, Flynn with a
lew stomach taps, scarcely trying to
protect his body from Flynn's attacks.
Johnson constantly Shoved his stem
ach out and invited him to blaze away
at it which convulsed the spectators.
Flynn elicited a great cheer when he
rushed the black to the ropes and
planted a solid left to the jaw. - The
rounded ended with' Flynn's face cov
ered with blood. '"Johnson's round.
Round came up non-
chalantly, turning his head to the
spectators hand hardly noticing his
white antagonist Flynn banged
away at the stomach, but this time
Johnson covered up and shot four
lefts to the face in quick succession,
varying It with a left uppercut to the
jaw. Flynn, at close quarters, land
ed half a 'dozen punches on the stom
ach but Johnson only smiled and again
made no apparent attempt to protect
his midsection. Johnson aroused the
crowd to
. merriment, by releasing
Flynn's hold and clapping his own
gloves together like a happy school
girl, "jl can't fight while he's holding
me," shouted Flynn.jjrotesting to the
referee. jTJe rou ended then with
Johnson holding conversa
tion with his wife and seconds.
Round fitted, with his
head three' times anj complained that
Johnson made It; justifiable by hold
ing him. fiFlynn was. severely repri-
manded for deliberately butting the
champion.and,Jt, looked as If he was
seeking a loophole to stem the beat-iv-
heingtadmlrilBtred by the black.
Johnson dazzled the fireman with bis
speed, landing left and right to the
face and Flynn again was warned for
butting. This $Ime ..the champion ob
jected strongly. "He's holding me,'
was Flynn's excuse. Johnson, mad-
dened, landed a volley of straight left
and right punches to 'the face, fairly
bewildering Flynn. Then he stopped
himself, apparently with a view to
prolonging the contest Flynn's sec-
onds also warned ilm to crease but
ting when he"sat the round end out
Round 7. Johnson played with the
Puebloan as a kitten would with a
mouse. He landed fuly a dozen rapid
fire rights and left to the face. Flynn's
nose was mashed flat and he com
plained to the referee that he was
being held. Smith's reply was: "Fight
I'm referee of this battle." Johnson
worked on Flynn's sore nose at will,
The fireman attempted to land on
Johnson's head with several wild
swings, but missed the mark by a
yard. If was all Johnson's round.
Round 8. Flynn again tried to butt
and was thrice, warped. The round
was very muclV, iilre-fet- s predecessors,
with Johnson npperCutting and Flynn
butting viciously, a the . same time
losing a world of blood. Flynn was
helpless Inthechampton's hands, and,
for the tflntmime "fif this round, was
warned, ' ft e referee"' adding, "once
more and" Til disqualify you."
Round 9. Johnson held Flynn at
arm's length, In an attempt to safe-
guard himself against the Colorado
man's constant butting. Flynn fin
ally got In close, Jumped a foot In the
ari and landed with the top of his
head against the negro's jaw. Captain
of the Mounted Police Fornoff, real
izing that the referee seemed loath to
end the fight on a foul decision, Jump
ed Into the ring declaring: "The fight
is over." Referee Smith then gave
the decision to Johnson, while the
crowd cheered.
"SAFE AND SANE" FOURTH.
New York, July 5. The metropolis
enjoyed a thoroughly "safe and sane"
observance of the Fourth, thanks to
the liberality of the board of alder-
men in appropriating $50,000 to cover
the expenses of the official celebra-
tion. The official program was ush-
ered in at daybreak, when the flag
was raised at the Old Fort Block
House in Central Park. Later in the
forenoon there was 4 mammoth pa-
rade, starting at historic Fraunce's
Tavern in. lower Manhattan and
marching up .Broadway to the city
hall, where, it was reviewed by the
mayor. During the remainder of the
day there were public band concerts,
orations, folk dances and fireworks in
all of the boroughs, together with
special celebrations on ail of the 136
public playgrounds within the metro-
politan area ; .
Old papers ror earn. Optic office.
ety diving combined, from
height of 5 and 10 metres. .Final
800 metrea, team race Final
'" Water polo, match for Second
prize (If necessary.)
The meter having been accepted
by a majority of the nations as a bas-
is of linear measurement, it was de
termined upon for une In the Olym
pic games, and with a few exceptions
track and field distance have been
marked according to it.
The distances on the Stockholm
program, reduced to exact terms of
English' measurement, which are
common here, are as followsr
1 meter 38.37 inches.
100 metres 109 yds. 13 In.
110 metres 120. yds 11 in.
, 200 metres 218 yds. 2 ft. 6 In.
400 metres 437 yds. 16 in.
.;; S00 metres 874 yds. 2 ft. 9 In.
1,500 ,metres 1,640 yds. 5 In.
1.C00 metres 7,749 yds. 118 in.
3,000 metres 1 mile, 1,420 yds. 10 In.
5,000 metres 3 miles 189 yds.
10,000 metres 6 miles, 378 yds.
40,200 metres 24 mi. 1,021 yds. 13 la
Summer colds are hard to get rid
of, and frequently lead to asthma
bronchitis, and hay fever. not let
your cold get a bold on you, but use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chel-
sea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other
cough medicines because it quickly
cureB coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold f taken In time." Con-
tains no opiates. O, G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
George L, HIgble, Manton,"Mich.,
used Foley ?I0dney Pills for kidney,
and bladder" trouble. He aaya: "Ifind for my tese no other medicine
equals Foley Kidney pills for bene-ficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
drugs. O. a Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.
N. J. Gorham.
Woodville, Woodville, Ga., had a very
mittt-- or juaney trouble andthe Dalna in Mb ttrinoi--
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Fol--
11 !dDey t.Pil,Ia from our Assistthey entirely relieved me. I havemore benefit from them than any oth-er medicine." o. G. Schaefer, RedCross Drug Store.
Buv it now. ni.mh.n.i...
Cholera and Diarrhoon p
most certain to be needed before the"
summer is over. Buy it now and be
prepared for such an emereencv Vnr
sale by all dealers.
n
n.m:
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MTO IT E2PBESS
We have been fortunate in securing a li-
mited number of Lovely Summer Dresses from
a leading manufacturer at an exceedingly invit-
ing price. We could not resist. In order to
;turn these quickly, we have placed some very
attractive prices which will no doubt induce
you to see the values in them as we did. All
the new features that are so much in vogue
will be found in them. A fraction the best
values we have ever offered. They are for
small -- medium and Stout Ladies. We urge
an early inspection.
FEE-- The
iyi til
assistant postmaster general of the
United States, took place, yesterday
at the bride's country home near this
city. Only the relatives and a few
Intimate friends of the contracting
parties were present at the ceremony.
The couple will reside In Chicago,
where Mr. Jones is connected with
one of the leading banks. -
E.LasVegas.
cS VtUA DAILY OPTIC, FRIOAY, JULY 5, 1912.
A marriage license was isiued this
The Everilt "30"PERSONALS VOLGAST GETS A
DECISION OVER
RIVERS
rr
1 lie Car For Service
NO NECESSITY
FOR REDUCTION
h'-- ;' AtA
(teemed to force the fight follow lng.
Wolgaot could sot hit him hard and
climbed. Rivers then stood ull and
took four or five hard lefts and
rights to the Jaw but never winced.
He then sent In a hard left, stagger-
ing the champion. Wolgast' smile
had disappeared and he seemed very
tired. Round even.
Round 12. Wolgast got In a right
to the wind, rushing Rivers to the
ropes. Wolgast then tried hard to land
on the wind but could not get through
Rivers' blocking. Time and again the
champion missed Rivers not at-
tempting to follow up his advantage.
Both ruehed and head to head fol-
lowed an exchange of fearful blows,
Rivers having the better ot the mix-
ing. It was Rivera round. -
Rivers rushedj-'abed- jDmona ..
Round 13. Rivers rushed. They
clinched, both holding. Wolgast near-
ly went over from a right to the Jaw,
but bored right in, putting left to
'
the head.
"Take your time Joe," shouted
Manager Levy to Rivers, "you have
him." Twice Wolgast missed. Rivers
putting in lefts to the face. Wolgast
BOTH FJGHTERS ARE KNOCKED
OUT IN THE THIRTEENTH
ROUND
Vernon Arena, Los Angeles, July 5.
Ad Wolgast, with the aid of Refe-re- e
Welch, retained his claim to the
lightweight championship yesterday In
the Vernon arena, when he wag given,
the decision over Joe Rivers of Los
Angeles in the thirteenth round. Riv-
ers bad practically the better of every
round, save one or two in which Wol-ga-
had a slight shade. In the thir-
teenth round Wolgast, tired 1 and
bleeding profusely, suddenly struck
Rivers a vicious left in the groin. At
the same instant Rivers' right landed
flush on Wolgast's Jaw and the cham
pion went down and out Disregara-- ,
For ordinary everyday osa, week after week, and month after
month, no motor car at any price will give you more faithful or
enduring service than aa Everltt ZV at f 1.J50.
It has thfi power, the speed, the roominess and the comfort
that you need. It la big enough but not too big. It is as simple
as any good car can be. It will stay In order and keep running
tinder the most trying conditions. And It can be operatedby you-
rselfat a fraction ot the usual "automobile upkeep" rost.
This last point la especially Interesting. Its truth can be read-fl- y
demonstrated. The car will average 13 miles to the gallon ot
fneL The tires are unusually large, and therefore, wear-resistin- g.
Ton need no chauffeur any member of your family can drive an
"Everitt 80."
Why should Vou pay an extravagant price for any automobile,
when yon can get all the real advantages of the costliest la the
"Thirty" at so reasonable a figure? Think It over, and let as
show you the car. v ; . , ,
II-- F. Automobile & Garage Co.,
Sub-Agen- ls Wanted STATE AGENTS Las Vegas, N. M
ing claims of foul made by Rivers' ! Rivers kept away. Wolgast caught
manager, Referee Welch counted the I Rivera In the groin flooring him. At
Mexican out and then turning, pick- - the gme time Rivera caught Wolgast
ed up the unconscious Wolgast andjon tne jaW( knocking the champion
declared him the winner, at the same down.
"FORT" CANNED GOODS
SEP
Quality Fruits and Ve- -
r iil
IT FinestREPRESE j I ?c tables From Field to Can
!iR 1 n The
tol t
, .
only Highest grades of fruits :
and vegetables are packed.
Noted For
QUALITY PURITY CLEANLINESS
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND
morning at the court house to Rafael
Tobias Maes, Jr., and Jennie Kings-ley- .
Both arje resident of Wagon
Mound.
Juan B. Baca this morning applied
at the court house tor f 15 aa bounty
on a lobo wolf killed by him recently.
Anastacio Rael also applied tor 8
as bounty on four coyotes killed by
him.
Henry Hlnsch arrived Wednesday
night from Chicago and will be In
Laa Vegas a short time visiting
friends. Mr. Hlpsch resided in Las
Vegas several years ago.-
C. H. Stewart, who Is employed in
Boucher's grocery store, was reported
to be confined in bed today with a
severe attack of pleurisy.
The residence at 1119 Douglas ave-
nue was entered last night and a gold
watch was stolen. The watch was an
open face one and was size 16. The
initials "C. C." were engraved on the
back.' The thief left no clew that
might lead to his arrest This was
the only robbery reported during the
"period around July 4. The police
say they do not know to whom the
burglazlde residence belongs.
. i
The Western 4Jnlon Telegraph com
pany's crew of operators, who have
been in Las Vegas during the past
week to help the local office handle
the rush of telegrams in and out of
Las Vegas concerning the Johnson- -
Flynn bout, returned to Denver this
afternoon In their special car. Much
additional apparatus was Installed In
the Las Vegas office to nandle the
extra business, "and excellent service
was given at all times by the com-
pany.
CUMMINS IS LOYAL
Washington, July 6. Senator Cum-
mins ot Iowa, candidate for the presi
dential nominatio nat Chicago, today
announced to some of his friends that
he had decided not to join the new
party movement led by ,Theodore
Rodsevelt.
AFTER COLONEL'S GOAT
Madison. Wis., July 5. United
States Senator La Follette, in a print-
ed statement today asks Colonel
Roosevelt for the second time to pub--
lias bis expense account, or else a
candid statement for his reasons for
thus spurning one ot the basic prin
ciples ot public morality and political
decency." '
When La Follette made public a
statement of his campaign receipts
durfing the Ohio primary contest, ho
called upon Roosevelt to do likewisa
There has been no response.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
The last sales were:
Amalgamated Copper 83
American Beet Sugar 130 'i,
Atchison 108ft
Great Northern 136
New York Central .' 116
Northern Pacific 122
Reading ..165ft
Southern Pacific 109
Union Pacific 4168
United States Steel 69
United States Steel, pfd. 112ft
SANTA FE CELEBRATES
Santa Fe. N. Ml, July 5. Santa Fe
today celebrated the two hundred and
twentieth anniversary of the re-ent-
of Ddn iDego de Vargas and the
of New Mexico by the Spani
ards from the Pueblo Indians in 1692.
The event of the day was a historic
pageant In which lineal descendants
of the Spanish conquerors participat
ed In resplendent costumes of the pe
riod of the conquest Indians In war
costumes and feathers that were a
riot in color, also took part In the
procession, many ot the war chiefs be
ing descended from the warriors who
ipposed the Spaniards. The Woman's
Board of Trade gave its annual Plaza
Fiesta and the Spanish colors, red
and yellow, greeted everywhere the
tourists and visitors thronging the
city.
In these days of high cost of living,
medicine that gets a man up out
bed and able to work in a few days
valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Bar, CaL, had
kidney and bladder trouble, irM
confined to his bed. uname 10 turn
without help. "I commenced uslng
Foley Kidney Fills ana can iruiy
say I was reloieved at once." His
la worth following. O. G.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
If you are a housewife you cannot
reasonably hope to be healthy or
beautiful by washing dishes, sweep-
ing and doing housework all day,
and crawling into bed dead tired at
night You must get out into the open
air and sunlight If you do this every
day and keep your stomach and bow-
els in good order by taking Chamber-
lain Tablet's when needed, you
should become both healthy and
beautiful. For sale by all dealers.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham left this af-
ternoon for the Cunningham ranch
neat Springer.
John W. Harris left last night on a
short business trip to Wichita Falls.
Texas, hlg former home.
C. F. Wickenhelser left last even-
ing for El Paso where he will spend
a week visiting his family.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rogers and
daughter, formerly of Laa Vegas, now
of Raton, are visiting in Las Vegas.
A. M. McCready, Santa Fe traveling
engineer with headquarters in Raton,
was in Lag Vegas today on business.
F. L. Myers, Santa Fe division su-
perintendent, left this afternoon for a
trip over the nothern part of the di-
vision.
Mrs. John Roach and children ot
Amarillo, Texas, are here visiting
Mrs. Roach's' sister, , Mrs. Secundlno
Romero.
E., E. Gallegos and N. T. Baca,
prominent ranchmen of Colfax coun-
ty, are In Las Vegas on a brief busi-
ness trip! "'
Miss Pearl Carson arrived Wednes-
day night from her home in Albu-
querque for a short visit in Las Ve-
gas with Miss Marie Mann
R. B, Schoonmaker will be In the
city tomorrow to arrange terms and
dates with parties who wish to spend
the1 summer at Harvey's ranch resort.
Henry Springer came In Wednes-
day night from' the Springer ranch
near Cimarron and was in Las Vegas
yesterday to attend ' the Johnson-Flyn- n
bout,
Mrs. J. F. Evlston and daughter,
Miss Ora Eviston, who have been in
Las Vegas several days visiting at
the Tamme home on Sixth street, re
turned to their home in Raton this af-
ternoon.
Joseph De Graftenried of Buchan
an came in Wednesday evening and
will be a visitor in Las Vegas several
days. Mrs. De Graftenried and child
arrived this afternoon from their
home.
A. R. Marwlck, secretary of the T.
M. C. A., left this afternoon for Chi
cago' to attend a conference of San
ta Fe Y. MV 'C. 'A. secretaries. They
are to meet with E. P. Ripley, presi
dent' of the Santa Fe road.
Dudley' Steele of Kansas City who
has been in" Las Vojcps for the oast
week, will leave toirorrow to Csli-fornl-
Mr. Steele is making tho trip
overland oc a mo'o --cycle, and stop
ped here1' to attend the Johnson-Flyn- n
bout ye'sterdav." ; '
Mr. and Mrs. J. van'c Houten of
Raton came in Wednesday evening
from their home. Mr. Van Houten re
turned to the Gate City this after-
noon but Mrs. Van Houten remained
over for a short visit wita her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Chris Wiegand.
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector of St.
Paul's Memorial 'Episcopal church,
left yesterday afternoon on train No.
1 for Albuquerque to attend services
at St. John's church this morning at
which Dr. Edward McQueen Gray was
ordained a priest. Archdeacon W. E,
Warren and Rev. Moorp were the pre
senters. The Right Reverend Camer-
on Mann, D. DY was the ordaining
bishop. The ordination took place at
a celebration of Holy Eucharist,
George H. Hunker left last night
for Portland, Ore., where he will at
tend the annual convention of Elks
Mr. Hunker, who is past exalted ruler
of Las Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O.
Elks, is a delegate from her9 to the
meeting.
MAROONS WIN TWO
In the opening game of the Amaril-lo-La- s
Vegas series, yesterday
morning at Amusement park, the lo
cals trimmed the Texans by the score
of 14 to 1. The game was called at
the end of the sixth inning, to allow
the fans to get' ready to attend the
Johnson-Flyn- n bout. The visitors
were outclassed in every division of
the game and the contest was an
one-side- d affair. Tom-
my, Lochard pitched for the Maroons,
allowing but five scattered hits. Nine
hits and eight errors of the Texan
netted the 14 runs for the Maroons.
The score by Innings:
R. H. E.
Amarillo .0 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 8
Las Vegas 1 1 0 2 6 614 9 2
Batteries: Baker, Myers and Ash
ley; Lochard and Buckles.
Wednesday afternoon the Maroons
took the third straight irom the Dal--
hart aggregation winning by the
score of 10 to 0. 'ihe only feature of
the game was Lyons' one handed
catch of Cavanaugh's line drive.v
The score by innings Wednesday:
R.H.E.
Dalhart .0 0000000 0 0 5 4
L. Vegas 0 1601110 x 10 9 1
Batteries: ,' Dalhart Houston and
Stevens, Lynch and A. Lyons; Las
Vegas Lockhart and Buckles. Um-
pire Goshen.
r
Always inquire of us be-
fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the low-
est for the highest class of
ready-to-we- ar goods, Dry
Goods, Shoes and Clothing.
Hoffman SGraubarlh
, (The Popular Priced Store)
fPhone Main 104.
Cafe De Luxe
3
FINEST A LA CARTE BILL j
-I-N THE STAT- E- J
RARNFS & RUSH. Prims, i
ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO
nirooofrs
BUFFET
OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
OLD RIPY WHISKEY
OIKS GOLDEN BEER ON
-D- KAUGHT--
All Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.!
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck
ORDINANCE NO. 358.
An ordinance relating to the tax
levy for the fiscal year ending on the
.31st day of March, A. D. 1314.
Be it ordained by the city council
of the city of Las Vegas, N. M.
Section 1. That a tax levy for the
Msral year ending on the 31st day of
March A. D. 1913, is hereDy made as
follows:
hiecial:
For interest oh general refund-
ing bonds 003.50
General: t
For fire hyrant rental... 0002.00
For maintenance of public
parks 000.50
.For maintenance of public li-
brary 000.50
For general purposes .....007.00
A grand total for all purposes. .013.50
And the above and foregoing taxes
are hereby levied against all proper-
ty of every description subject to tax-
ation within and by the city of Las
Vegas, aforesaid.
Secrtion 2. The city clerk 1b here-
by directed to certify to the probate
clerk of the county of San Miguel,
etate of New Mexico, a copy of this
-- ordinance with the request that the
said taxes be carried on the tax lis
as required by law.
Section 3. This ordinance Bhall take
-- effect and be In force from and after
its passage and publication as requir-
ed by law.
Enacted this 28th &7 t 3nne
A D. 1912.
Approved:
(Signed) R. J. TAUPERT, .
Mayor.
.Attest: (Signed.)
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
Same Day.
TAUPERT
may be termed a science must
Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your 'friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.
W1U, irfit.Hn wlldor than vr. but
The foul was seen by every one
'
near the ring. It was the fourth or
fifth foul the champion had landed on
Joe. The sum total of It all Is that
Wolgast knew ' he ws whipped and
resorted to foul tactics to save him-
self.
Wolgast left the ring, seemingly In
great pain. Rivers was suffering ag
ony from the blow struck over his
groin. It was a palpable foul on
Wolgast's part-- .
Manager Levy told Welsh he would
continue but Welsh Immediately
and left the house.
YOAKH AND UNIIOIZ
FIGHT TO A DRAW
TEXAN AND DENVER LAD PUT
UP AN INTERESTING EXHIBI-
TION IN ARENA.
Rudolph (Boer) Unholz, of Denver,
and Stanley Yoakum, ot Dallas, Tex.,
fought twenty tame rounds to a draw
Wednesday night in the arena where
the world's heavyweights clashed
yesterday. Tom Flanagan, manager
for Jack Johnson,,- refereed tne eon--
test and his decision, was received
without dissent iby a crowd which
numbered 4,000. Champion Johnson
was a spectator at the fight
Toakum fought on the defensive
with the exception of one or two
rounds. He was unwilling to take any
chances with the Boer champion.
In the clinches, Yoakum had all the
best of It and Inflicted considerable
punishment on Unholz with short arm
Jabs to the kidneys and to the wind,
In the second round, TJnholz rushed
Yoakum to the ropes in an exchange
and the Dallas boy came near falling
through, being pulled back Into the
ring by his adversary.
In the ninth round Yoakum 'drove
Unholz to the ropes with left hooks
to the head and body and tried hard
for a knockout, but without success.
The closing rounds were slow and
the fight was marred by much clinch-
ing, both Yoakum and Unholz appear-
ing tired from the fifteenth round on.
In a preliminary to the main event
Kid Williams, a New Mexico favorite
bantamweight, knocked out Kid
of Chicago, in the second
round of a scheduled bout.
Williams never was in danger,
being uo match for the speedy
little boxer. .
It is said that a return match will
be arranged at an early date between
Yoakum and Unholz.
Thfir is more Catarrh in this sec
tion of the country than all other dis-
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incur-
able. For a great many years doc-
tors pronounced it a local disease and
prescribed local ' remedies, and by
constantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced it Incurable.
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
bv F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Is the only Constltutionn cure on the
market. It Is taken internally nn
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any
case it fails to cure. Send for cir-- ;
culars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., To-
ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Dysentery is always serious and of-
ten a dangerous disease, but it can be
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
even when malignant and epidemic.
For sale by all dealers
time declaring all bets off.
The Fight by Rounds
Round 1 The fighters shook hands.
Wolgast led with his loft to the face.
Rivers returned the salute and both
mixed It The round closed with Wol-
gast slightly in the lead.
Round & No damage was done in
this round by either fighter. It was
seen, however, that Wolgast was up
against a foeman worthy of hia steel,
Rivers repeatedly leading the battle.
The honors, were about even.
Round 3. WTolgast took a stiff left
in the stomach. They exchanged
fearful rights and lefts. Wolgast miss-
ed a right swing and Rivers put up
another left to the wind. They fought
like tigers. Wolgast broke in the
clinch and covered. Both were cov-
ered with blood. In a clinch Rivers
opened the wound in Wolgast's neck.
Round even.
Round 4. They clinched and Rivers
sent Wolgast's head back with a right.
Wolgast clinched but could not land
at close range. Again Rivers rocked
Wolgast but the champion bored in.
Wolgast found much difficulty in hit-
ting Rivers. Wolgast was wild. Again
he missed and the Mexican put a.left
and right to- - the wind.- It was Riv
ers' round.
Round 5. They went into a clinch
and both held. Wolgast put right to
left jaw and missed a right ' In a
neutral corner Rivers put left and
right to wind and received but a
light right to the Jaw. Then they
stood in the middle of the ring look
ing at each other. They clinched and
Rivers nearly upset Wolgast with a
right to the jaw.
Round 6. They clinched, Wolgast
missed and was nearly upset again.
Then Rivers put stiff left to the wind.
Another fight to the jaw rocked Wol
gast but he bored in. His Judgment
of distance was poor. In a clinch
Rivers put right to jaw and Wolgast
went down. He was up In an In
stant and they fought like tigers with
head to head. It was Rivers round
by a big lead.
Round 7. Both were cauouB. In
a clinch Rivers backed the champion
to the ropes. Wolgast then sent In
left and right to ihe wind, Rivers cov
ering. In the break both landed light
lefts, Rivers then Jarred Wolgast and
the champion was wild, hitting low.
Both seemed tired and clinched. Wol
gast again hit low. It was Rivera
round. '
Round 8, Wolgast tried with right
and left and missed both. Wolgast
suddenly rushed and put lefts and
rights to the wind, chasing Rivers
around the ring. Both seemed content
to rest. Both were very tired and
slowed down considerably. The round
was slightly Wolgast's.
Round 9. After a clinch Rivers got
in light left to stomach. Wolgast be-
gan to crouch to protect his stomach.
Rivers seemed to be resting as he
kept away,-;-- It was the tamest round
of the fight Wolgast rushed suden-l- y
and put a stiff left to stomach,
making Rivers wince. Wolgast has a
shade.
Round 10. Wolgast rushed and
Rivers blocked, making the champicl
miss a left Rivers kept away, ped
Ing Wolgast and stepping back. In a
clinch Wolgast made Rivera cover
with swings to the Jaw. Rivers sud-
denly Jumped in and put a hard right
over Wolgast's kidneys and clinched,
taking nothing In return. Head to
head, they exchanged fearful body
smashes and were clinched at the
bell. Round Wolgast's by shade. .
Round 11. Wolgast missed left to
wind and Rivers hit him three times
without return. Then Rivers put a
hard left to Jaw. Both slipped and
nearly rolled out of the ring. Rivers
ROBERT; J.
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BALTIMORE RECALLS WAR OF 1812
Baltimore, Md., July b. In celebrat
ing the national Independence ' day
Baltimore turned back the pages ot
history one hundred years, to the
beginning of the second and last war
between the United States and Great
Britain. Under the auspices of a
citizens' committee there was given
an elaborate pageant depicting the
stirring events of the war of 1312 in
which Baltimore figured conspicu-
ously. The daring deeds of Balti-
more's clipper-bui- lt ships' and privat-
eers were illustrated, also the histor-
ic siege of Fort McHenry; which in-
spired Francis Scott Key to write the
national anthem, "The Star Spang-
led Banner.
OPENING OF OREGON LINE.
Albany, Ore., July 5. Tha celebra-
tion of Independence Day here was
combined with the opening of the loc-
al Chautauqua assembly n-- l wit a a
big demonstration in honor ot the
establishment of regular service be-
tween Portland and Albany by the
ne welectrio line built by the Hill
Interests. For thirty years the 'Wi-
llamette valley has been served only
by the Southern Pacific, a Harriman
line, but this summer marks the com-
pletion to this place of a competing
line. Work is In progress to extend
the new line on to Eugene, located at
the head of the Willamette valley 40
miles south of ihere.
For soreness of the muscles, wheth-
er induced by violent exercise or y,
there is nothing better than
Chamberlain's Liniment. This lini-
ment also relieves rheumatic pains.
For sale by all dealers.
Old papers for sale. Optic offioe.
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"rASTS ARE GOOD SWIMMERSSOME OLD TIME PREACHERS Ub LOBBY RESTAURANT AfIB CAFE
HOR1 JRDIRe AND REfiULA CMNNEPi
THE BEST GOODS hrtaIVARLE ALWAYS HA.NDj-- J
miE OFT I (JA 1V7-1- 1 1 iBUSINESS . ,
..DIRECTORY c-- y vv 111 cuiu ;
I IimffAPITi 1 SOCIETY DIRECTORYaway IWdWHl i 1 EL DOrtADO LODGE NO. 1.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meete
CHAPMAN LOOGE NO. K, A. F. at
A M Ruiar
ft rat and
f third Thursday In eai
month. Viaitin broth--N .f44ii11t Invited.
N. O. Herman, W. It; . R. Murray.
Secretary.
LA8 VEOAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
' KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Ref-l-4ul-
ooswlave aeosavi Taaf day In each most at Ma- -
aonl TeoiDle at 7: JO p. m. C. D.
Boucher. 8. G; Cha Tamme, Re
cottier.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS-4Ug- mlr eonvoca--
tiom lrst Monday in each
moat at Maeonio Tam-
ple, at T:l p. dl It R.
William H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. JL O. E.
S-- Uta irat and third Fridays in
Maaoale Teas pia. Mrs. T. B. Bow en,
Wortay Katrom; James a Rati edge
Worthy Patron; Mr. George Trip,
Secretary. Phone Main S2t, 120
Grand avenue.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
10J Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. HalL on Bonglaa avenue, at
8 O'clock. Visiting-- members are
cordially weloome. b. B. Gehrlng,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;a H. Bally, treasurer.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet in the forest of brother l.
love at Woodmen of the Wo:..
hall, on the second and fourth F.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
Consul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk. Vis
ing neighbors are especially w
come and cordially invited.
). E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
Tuesday of the month In the veatn
rooms of Temple Montefiore at i
o'clock p. m. Tlsltlnj brothers arc
cordially invited Isaac Appol
President; Charlea Oreenclay, Sec-
retary.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNO
.NO. 804. Meets second and foar
Thursday 'In O. R. C. hall.
Visiting members are e
dlally Invied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening a.
their haU on Sixth street All visit
lng brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. Q..
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
C. Y. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueo
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
dlally invited to attend. A. U
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
retary.
f ry n'juuvV--- .
. 1'
7, oinif In ratle HalL
Invited
E Llebaca
Oijoier, Che nee no 1
..mmatider Harry
Martin. Keeper
s y Record and Seal
... 1 a
B. P. O. ELKS Meets, seronu
fourth Tulay evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. P.
D. McEIroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.
ATTOHNEY8
HUNKER V HUNKER
ft
Oeo. H. Hunker Cheater A. Hunse
Attorneys at Law.
Laa Vegaa. New Hexie
PHYSICIANS
DR. H. W. HOUF
Residence 1016 Fifth St.
Office 506 Grand Avenue
Phone Res. Main 293. Office Main 4
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
ICMI TIME CARD
EA8T BOUND
Arriva Bfr
No. t :10 p. m... ... 1:16 p. as
No. 4 11:06 p m... ...11:10 . aa
No. 8.... 1:16 a. m 1:25 a. m
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m. 2:10 m.
.. .
,,jWEST BOUND
No. 1 1:20 p. m. 1:46 p.
No. 8 6:10 a. m 6:15 p.
No. 7 4:40 p. m.......4:60 p.
No. 9 6:35 p. m.. 7:00 f. as
An increasing number of people re-
port regularly of the satisfactory re-
sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills
and commend their healing and cura-
tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills
are a carefully prepared . medicine,
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
habit forming drugs. They can have
only a beneficial effect when vsed for
kidney and bladder troubles, for
backache, rheumatism, weak back
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store. , '
In these days of high cost of living,
a medicine that gets a man up out
of bed and able to work In a few days
Is a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Bar, CaL, had
kidney and bladder trouble, ill
confined to his bed, unable to turn
without help. "I commenced using
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly
say I was reloleved at once." His ex-
ample is worth following. O. G.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
If you are a housewife you cannot
reasonably hope to be healthy orbeautiful by washing dishes, sweep-
ing and doing housework all day,
and crawling into bed dead tired at
night You must get out into the open
air and sunlight. If you do this every
day and keep your stomach and bow-
els in good order by taking Chamber-lain Tablet's when needed, you
should become both healthy andbeautiful. For sale by all dealers.
COLUMN
rVATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy less apace than two
line. All advertla mente charged
will be bookd at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
15 Wid?M
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
Wanted
WANTED Men or women to work
on guaranteed salary, to sell goods
In city. No experience required, but
don't apply unless you mean busi
ness and want to work. Apply to
CArford, El Dorado Hotel, Room
15.
WANTED Porter at oHtel La Pen-
sion. J '
WANTED Walters, waitresses and
pastry cook, at Plaza Hotel.
For Sale
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter
and motorcycle. Inquire Bacharach
Brothers.
FOR SALE Two cabs and two
teams. All in good condition. Cheap.
See Dan Rhodes.-
FOR SALE For cash, upright piano
in good condition. Cheap. 610
Main street.
For Rent
ROOM for rent Inquire Optic.
FURNISHED room
,wlth bath. (11
Tenth street, four blocks from de
pot.
FOR RENT Fine suite- of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
and bath, also single rooms excellent
location, 918 Eighth street.
Stolen
STOLEN One small bay horse, also
harness and open buggy with red
gear. Horse branded TM on left
hip. Suitable .reward for any infor
mation leading to recovery. Ben
Bruhfl.
Lost
LOST Near the asylum, a package.
Leave at Optic. C. L. Cline, A. T,
& S, F. Claim Agent.
LOST Tortois rim glasses. Return
to Castaneda hotel and, receive re
ward.
FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE,
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS
FOLEY'S HONEY An TAR
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sud-
den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.
rthinoceros. Elephant, Elk, Reindeer
and Most Other Animals Better
Than Man In Water.
Nearly all animals are better swim
mers than man and take to the wa-
ter naturally, while be has to learn
to propel himself. The rhinoceros
and hippopotamus are wonderful
swimmers and divers, while the In-
dian elephant crosses great rivers
with heavy loads. The elk and rein-
deer are first class swimmers. The
elk keeps his head above water and
crosses directly from bank to bank
to avoid turning. The reindeer, on
the other band, turns as often aa be
likes, keeping his bead only a little
above the surface. But of all swim
mers of all cilmes the best, though
not the swiftest. Is the polar bear,
who passes halt ills time In the wa
ter swimming and diving. His swim
ming power Is nothing short of mi-
raculous if it be remembered that
the water in the regions be frequents
is invariably cold and that cold la
normally prohibitive to good swim-
ming. There are bears that can swim
from 40 to 60 kilometers without
great effort.
One of the swiftest swimming ani
mals is the squirrel. A sportsman on
one occasion, having at band a squir-
rel born in captivity, which had never
seen' water, wanted to see if It could
swim, and toon It with him in a row- -
boat to the center of a laice. The
squirrel turned toward the bank, head
and paws above the water, back and
l underneath It, and began to swim
so rapidly that it was with the great
est difficulty that the man recovered
it when it neared the shallow water
near the land. It is said that even
many c birds will swim
like ducks If an attempt be made to
drown them. Harper's Weekly.
HOME A CENTER OF SERVICE
Old Time Ideals of Hospitality Should
Be Maintained so Far aa .
Possible.
The ideal home is not
It is a center of service. ,80 far as
circumstances will permit, the old-tim- e
Ideals of hospitality should be
maintained. In "wise and uplifting
ways the home should be shared. It
is a good practice to Invite young
people who are away from home, it
relieves ' loneliness, discouragement
and temptation. Remember it is
Not what we give, but what we share.
The gift without the giver la bare.
The home is the bulwark of civil-
ization. Within the extreme limits of
wealth and poverty a home may be
goood or bad, Irrespective of social
position or property.
Our homes are what we choose to
make them. It is a question of what
we admit and what we kept out ot
them. Our best selves and the best
we have to give should go into the
home life, and to a large degree de
termines the character of children.
The home tends to make us better
or worse. Thus the home becomes the
chief factor In determining the char
acter of the community and the na
tion. The trend of our times is away
from the home into the countless
amusements and interests of modern
life.
Where a Bath Comes High.
"There are some things about a trip
through Holland that you recall when
stopping at one of our modern hotels,'
says an American recently returned
from a trip abroad. "In many places
in that interesting country the hotels
are run as they have been for ages
and candles still are the vogue.
. "Rooms with bath are unknown. In-
stead they charge you about 40 cents
in American money for a bath. You
ask for the privilege of using the tub
and they send up a maid who brings
with her towels and soap if you have
none, for you are supposed to carry
both with you. She fills the tub, has
It about the right degree of heat, and
the faucets are locked, so that If you
want any more water you don't get
It; also there is no chance for your
traveling pal sneaking in and enjoying
a bath without coming through with
another 40 cents.
"You are provided with one candle
a day and charged for it. The lights
go out early in the night, and if you
happen to get up or want to read you
have to use a candle. This does not
apply to Amsterdam, which is a met
ropolitan city."
Telephones In Indian Homes.
It Is a far cry from the old prairie
signal fire of the red man to the elec-
tric transmitter, but many of the
rough homes of the Osage Indians
n Oklahoma are equipped with tele-
phones, and the owners enjoy their
use immensely.
A telephone agent enlisted the in-
ere n of Chief White Eagle in the
trance little box and wires, and soon
he warrior's home was connected
with "central." It was some time be-or- e
his fellow tribesmen gave appro-
val to his recourse to the white man's
nventlon, but finally, perceiving the
lme, travel and trouble saved him
by Its use, they filed solemnly into
tbe telephone headquarters with or
ders for installation in their own
homes.
Not Quite Practical.
"She Is very liberal in her chart
ties," said one woman.
"Yes," answered the other; 'liberal,
but not always practical. For in-
stance, she wanted to send alarm
clocks to Africa to aid sufferers from
the sleeping sickness."
n Pioneer Daye In Missouri Every Di
vine Carried a Gun With Him
to Church.
Nearly every pioneer preacher In
Missouri was aa expert In the use ot
the rifle as any of the laymen, says a
writer In the Globe-Democr- Serv-
ices were usually held In a neigh
bor's cabin. Notice of a "meeting"
was promptly and generally circu-
lated, and the settlers attended, uni-
formly bringing their rifles to guard
against possible surprises or to ob-
tain game on the way to or from the
lervlce. '
The practice of carrying firearms
was not abandoned or suspended even
on the Sabbath. An old pioneer states
that on one occasion religious serv
ices were held In Saline county when
the preacher proclaimed the gospel ot
peace with hia hand and his clothing
overed with blood from a deer that
be had killed and butchered on his
ray to the meeting that morning.
The pioneer preachers labored wlth- -jut money and without price. They
rained their subsistence as did their
aelghbors, by the rifle and by their
Jaily toll In the clearings and the
sorn fields.
Rev. Justinian Williams, Methodist,
ind Rev. Peyton Nowlln and Rev.
rhomas Kinney, Baptists, were the
Jrst preachers in Saline county. They
preached on Edmonson's Creek, and
!n the Big Bottom. "Old Man Now- -
in." as he was called, was a sedate
gentleman, dry aa to manners and ser-
mons, but with a kind heart and good
Intention.
His colleague, Kinney, however, was
3f a Jovial disposition and very pop
ular. He was without literary at
talnments, but invariably provoked his
songregatlon td laughter. Nowlln
took him to task, upon one occasion
tor his levity. Kinney answered:
"Well, Td rather preach to laughing
devils than to sleepy ones, as you do.
You make them sleep and I make
them laugh. My congregation will
pass, yours on the road to heaven. I
bet you a coonskln they will."
MRS. SMITH HAD A SURPLUS
Undeniable Fact That Made Her Ad'
- mlt Stranger Might Be Right
In Her, Claim.
A woman who may be called Mrs.
Smjth placed her umbrella against the
counter, at which she was making
some purchases In a department store
the other day, and when she finished
picked it up and started away. At
least that was the way it ran through
her mind.
"Pardon me," eald a strange wo
man, "but you have my umbrella."
"Oh, no," said Mrs. Smith, "that is
my umbrella." .
"Pardon mo again," Insisted the
strange woman, "but it is mine."
"I guess I know my umbrella," said
Mrs. Smith, beginning to show, fight,
"If you have lost your umbrella I am
sorry, but I can't give you mine."
"Did you carry two umbrellas when
you left home?" asked the stranger.
Then Mrs. Smith discovered, that
she had an umbrella in each hand and
she surrendered. Cleveland Press,
On Safe Ground.
Whenever, on one of his rare, holi
days, Captain Goldby went to the city,
he took some young relative with him
as a special treat. On one such occa
sion he told his seventeen-year-ol- d
grandson, whom he had with him, that
they would "dine at a real rest-ran- t,
and get a taste of fancy cooking."
When they were at last seated in
the great dining room, the grandson
waited impatiently while the captain
read the bill of fare completely through
without omitting a single article,
whether domestio or foreign in title.
At last he sighed, and handed the
card across the table to the boy:
"You choose what you like, sonny,
he said, with a sigh. "As for me,
reckon as I've already eat more herrin'
than any other man llvln', I might as
well stow away a little more. It's
al'lays agreed with me, so fax."
Youth's Companion.
Another Triumph of Surgery.
Two visiting surgeons at the Mas-
sachusetts General hospital, a few
days ago "tied oft" the entire right
lung of a patient at the institution,
Although the operation was an ad
vanced one, the surgeons said that the
anesthetic was administered accord
ing to a new method and it was their
belief that the patient would recover.
The difficulty heretofore, when ether
naa peen given in me normal way,
had been that the patient regained
consciousness before the operation
was concluded. In this Instance , the
incision was made In the patient's
back. The surgeons said that th
method was so new that it was yet
impossible to say whether a tubercu-
lous lung could be taken out in the
same way.
Great Sea Monster.
While one of the gardeners In
Broomhall gardens was digging a
trench recently, says the London
Globe, he came upon an ancient sand
bed. On further excavations being
made for the purpose of securing sand
for gardening purposes, a huge bone
was discovered. The bone Is believed
to be one of the vertebrae of a whale
or other great sea monster. If that
be so, the waters of the Firth of Forth
must have extended at least a quarter
of a mile farther inland at some very
remote period. The osseous find was
deposited in Lord Elgin's museum at
Broomhall.
C MITRAL HOT EL
V.1RS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, N. Al.
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor
416 Grand Ave
Phone Main 447
Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire
A. II. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
"General Blacksmithing
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN .
Heavy Hardware andjG
Wag-o- Material
CLAY ANL) HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
1202 National Ave Phone Main 71
"JOHN N. KINNEY .
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Sixth and Douglas. Phone Main 40.
i PETER P. MACKEL ;
! HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
i Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
i and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Blest Bide Plaza .... Old Town
THE ROMERO ADV. CO
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
SIGNS FOR YOUR
OFFICE, STORE. OR FACTORY
L Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
Window Display Cards
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
SEE JENSEN Fountain
Yellow Front
Square
H. C. YOUNG
LAWNjMWERS, SHARPENED
Lockand gGunsmith Bicycle and
(General Repairing! fa
520-6t- h Street E. Las Vegas
Automobile.'Carriage &
SIGN PA IN TING
N. 0. HERMAN
429 Grand Ave
.ml m tm v.. & 'J i.
J Ttaflllaf
Our Ice is made from Pure distilled
water, free from germs and as
Healthful as can be. There Is no
danger of contracting disease from
cur ice, but the beneficial results
from the use of It are many. Order
some today; t will be delivered
promptly.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Phone Main 227
During the summer months moth-
ers of young 'children should watch
lor any unnatural looseness of the
towels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may be
avoided. Chamberlain's Colic, Cho-
lera and Diarrhoea Remedy can al-
ways be depended upon. For sale by
U dealers.
When Frank Sheldon left the law
school he settled In his old home town,
Fairfield was a small place, not far
from a large city. Sheldon figured it
out that he could live better on a cer-
tain income in Fairfield than on a
doubtful prosperity in a large city.
There was something else. Edith
Sawyer lived in Fairfield.
But the Hon. John Sawyer, railroad
magnate, could not appreciate an at
tachment between hia daughter and 1
poor, young lawyer, so the poor,
young lawyer studied and struggled
along.
He had been struck by a pecullai
phase of a great case that was being
tried at a nearby city. The law Jour
nal which printed his article on tb
subject commented on his views rath-
er enthusiastically.
Urged by his confidence that he had
done a worthy thing, be set off for the
Sawyer home, determined to interview
Mr. Sawyer. He was very civilly re
celved.
Quite an Interesting article ol
yours," said the millionaire. "I tnani
you for the copy."
Frank bowed, then plunged. "Mr.
Sawyer, you must have seen that
love your daughter, but I've said noth
ing until I felt assured of your con
sent."
Oh, ot course," Interrupted Mr.
Sawyer. "How much did you get toi
that article?"
"A few extra copies," said FranK,
blushing.
About what I thought," said Mr.
Sawyer. "Now, Sheldon, I like you,
but liking doesn't count when a life
contract Is Involved. You've given all
your time and trouble for nothing. The
only things that count are results."
He paused, then added, '1 don't think
need say any moe."
"I thank you for your' candor," Bald
Frank, rising. Goodnight.'' Ha
ruBhed out of the bouse, and, down
the street almost ran into a stout,
elderly gentleman who was tolling up
the hill.
Phew!" said the man. "Why dont
you keep carriages at the station?
Please tell me where 1 can find John
Sawyer's house?"
"Because I don't keep a livery sta
ble," growled Frank. "The Sawyers'
house is the large one on the hill."
The stout man pulled the Sawyer
doorbell and said, "Tell Mr. Sawyer
that John Hunter wants to see him."
Mr. Sawyer almost ran downstairs.
"Why, this is an honor. What brought
you here?"
"You've got a young lawyer in this
village named Frank Sheldon. Know
him?"
Yes, he was here a few minutes
ago. You procaDiy met mm. Mr.
Hunter chuckled. "Well, well! That's
one on me. Asked him why he didn't
keep a carriage at the station, and he
snapped back that he didn't keep a
livery stable. He's the man 1 want."
"What's it all about?" asked Mr.
Sawyer.
"It's about that article the young
man wrote. He has struck the right
lead on that oase of ours. Is he all
right, honest, reliable?"
"I think he is," said Mr. Sawyer,
slowly.
"Then send a note to him at once,
asting him to come."
After the note was sent. Mr. Huntei
explained that the discovery of the
young man, if known at the beginning,
might have saved a hundred thousand
dollars in litigation; that now he had
It in his power to upset their plans.
Edith Sawyer had heard the con-
versation. She was Btanding on th
step watching the moonlight when
Sheldon arrived. She put her fingers
to his lips. She told him of the con-
versation, and, as he was leaving her,
whispered, "If you don't bid high for
yourself, you needn't bid for me."
There was a deal of hemming and
hawing in the ensuing conversation.
Frank saw that they were veering
around to an offer. Finally, the prop-
osition came.
Frank emiled. "I suppose you are
Jesting, Mr. Hunter?"
"Why, certainly not; it is a large
offer!"
"Ot course," said Sheldon, calmly.
"In order to shorten this interview, 1
will name my own terms a fee ol
120,000 and an equal share in the con-
tingent fund."
"It is preposterous," cried both to-
gether.
"Gentlemen, I bid you
said ' Sheldon, rising and walking to
the door.
"Hold "on there," said Mr. Hunter,
"I shall certainly hold on the terms
given," Frank said. "Others will pay
more." '
Mr. Hunter looked at Mr. Sawyer,
who nodded his head. "Well," h
said, "give us a few minutes to think
it over."
Frank found Edith in the drawing-room- .
He told her of the conversa
tion. "Did 1 bid high enough?" he
asked. A glance at her eyes was
enough. At the end of ten minutes 1
knock came at the door. Mr. Sawyer
and Mr. Hunter appeared in the door
way. Mr. Hunter turned to Frank and
said: "Mr. Sheldon, we accept your
terms."
' Six months after he paid anothei
viBlt to Mr. Sawyer. He found thai
gentleman in the library.
"Mr. Sawyer, I" Frank began.
"Sheldon, my boy," said Mr. Saw
yer, "Edith Is In the drawing-room- . Q
to her."
--RETAIL PRICES
tM Ism, or More, Each Delivery tlto per 1st Ike.jm Ibe. to ZflGt Ibe Each Delivery zbo per lot laa.
2M Ibe. U IrDOS Ibe Eaoi. Delivery Me per 1M Ibe.
6 lbs. to MS lbs Eaeh Delivery 4Se per IN Ike.
Leaa Than 54! Ibe, Each Delivery See per IN Ida
AGUA PURA COMPAjNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las VegasFamous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to tome-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
' -
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GOVERNOR'S SlCY GAINS HillA FIRST THEATER IN AMERICA r.cS m. ew moments, then calledthe little monkey to blm, tested hisbreath, and spanked him for dear
life.
It HFMNATiniU nF TIIF STATF
"""siUIUUll UI IflL. UIII1U
T5t CBere Is room in the worTf; 'tis
need in the world, for each and every
one of us, and therefore, we must keep
on going to the end. Emerson has a
poem in which the squirrel talks to
the mountain says: "If I csnnot carry
forests on my back neither can you
crack a nut" You can do something
nobody else can do; namely, live your
life. You have) your chance. If you
will only take It and I have mine. If
we can do nothing else we csa at least
be some one's friend, and there is)
nothing that the world more keenly
wants snd more sadly need. Ladles
Home Journal.
While the city sleeps there is a wierd
muttering In the air, "His blood be
on us and on our children!" The lit-
tle children that we loved so tender-
ly, yearned over, tolled and prayed
for, in whose sleeping faces we saw
the beauty of holiness, on them we
Imprecate the malediction for Inno-
cent blood! And the Great Avinger
hears. "Evil, be thou my good." the
choice of the fallen angel, was the
deliberate prayer of tne cIty 14 5s
being answered ever since. The
taint of the leper cleaves1 to them and
crying " Fnclean! Fnclean!" they go
wandering forth through the centu
UA
IDAHO A WONDERFUL STATE
Evan the Victims of Its Swindlers
Make Money by the Fraud,
Says Senator Borah.
United States Senator Borah claims
that his state of Idaho Is so good that
sven the people who get cheated with-
in Its smiling domain make money by
the transaction. On his way trom
Washington after the adjournment ol
the laet session of congress, he was
Introduced on 'the train to an eastern
woman who Immediately began to tell
a long, sad story about the robber-lik- e
practices of western people in
general and Idaho men in particular.
"My husband was a traveling man,"
she explained in a lachrymose voice,
"and one night In Boise City soma of
your people gave him too muctt drink,
so much in fact, that he didn't know
what he was doing. The next morn-
ing he waked up and discovered that
he had bought fourteen hundred dol-
lars' worth of mining stock at four
cents a share. Think of that, the
greatest outrage I ever heard of. I
have never even looked up the mine
in which the stock was sold, but the
experience has taught me that west-er-a
promoters are merely burglars.
My poor, dear husband was robbed
as surely as if those men had held
him up at the point of a gun."
Mr. Borah asked the name of the
mine, and she told him. Without
saying a word, he picked up a news-
paper and pointed to the stock quota-
tions. Right there that Nlobe-llk- e
woman got the shock of her life. The
stock was shown to be worth f 140,000
that day. Popular Magazine.
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.nd not back
In old Jerum, So Urn governorhas his yerdict from tho.pa.tU-- in-
terested In the crime, ami sentence
an not be delayed. It In a fal.iful
dilemma; but the Rovernor finds a
way out. Twas a long tedious way
to it, but how beautifully simple it Is.
The Governor Washes His Handa.
The concession to brutality and sin
must be made, but he will relieve
himself. I will have nothing to do
with it, he decides, "Take YE him
and crucify htm!" He will delivery
the town to infamy, yet exculpate
himself! He has found the way out!
Jacta est alea! He hates the thins?
tremendously, altogether loathes It,
no one could be more disgusted at It.
("Me seems, the lady doth protest
too much') ; he condemns the town 'with
unsparing epithets for Its shameful
lack of moral principle but "Take
Ye him and crucify him." He wash-
es his hands. How discreet! What
admirable caution! But how need-
less tbe whole miserable diplomacy.
He needed only to call their bluff.
Had he but waved his hand at the
blathering promoters at the start, he
would have seen them "fold their
tents like the Arabs and as silently
steal away." Then as now
"Full many a resolute, who now
appears
Made tip to all extremes, will on a
sudden
Find In his breast a heart he wot
not of,
Let but a single honest man speak
out the
The true name of his crime."
So Pilate, "willing to contest the peo-
ple," delivered Jesus to be crucified.
And when he saw that he could pre-
vail nothing, but that rather a tumult
was made, he took water and wash-
ed his hands before the multitude,
saylnp, "1 am innocent of the blood
of this just person: see YE to it!!"
Blunt Thomas Carlyle with his genius
for putting a whole biography Into a
sentence cries: "Poor mockery of a
ruler! Set by the Eternal to do rlRht
on the earth and afraid to do it." But
he breathes freely again. He has
washed his hands. How brilliantly
the cltiar abftolvlng drop trickle from
his hands. As they sparkle In crys-
tal flashes in the sweet spring sun-
light they attest his relief. "I am
innocent." But look again. Those
hands drip blood. Vainly he washes
washes yet aKaln. He can not
shake them clean. Drip drip drip!
The scene shifts again. Yea, they
got back at him after all. He had
pleased nobody and they worked the
"Recall" on ,hlm after a brief year.
Then exile. Suicide In the Icy waters
of "Iake Pllatns." legend, veracious
index of the secret Judgment of cons-
cience and posterity, pictures the
Ghostly form rising from the waters
at each recurring anniversary of that
heavy day, wearily washing and rub-hin- ?
those "innocent' hands that
drip blood. "Out, out, damned spot!
Out, I say!" "What! will these
hands ne'er be clean!" and the pitiful
Miserere moans In the chill dawn. The
evil that men do lives after them.
And the city! It lieth foursquare
adn serene in the gathering twilight,
stolid and content Its leading men
have 'Carried through' their program
of shame and no vengeful angel hovers
above to exact reprisal. No visible
tragedy portends. The crowds have
melted away. The sentries guard the
grim pretorium. The crosses are
taken down. The pallid tortured
are laid to rest. The governor's po-
lice patrol the town (he could use
them to carry out the Iniquity in legal
form, but not to prevent!) and they
say the town is clean! clareless
seems the . great avenger. Listen!
By Camel Across the Sahara,
N. le More, a Frenchman, 24 year
aid, has just completed a journey by
camel across the Sahara from AV
tiers to Tlmbuctoo, In the French
Soudan. His object wss to mark ont
the route for a proposed aeroplane
Sight avross the desert He was away
from civilization for 13 months, and
covered more than 5,000 miles. At
AIn Salah, which was reached after
IS days, the traveler met another
Frenchman and his wife, living to
the lonely district After that the
earavan went for 29 days without
ueetlng another human being.
THEIR WAY
i 7Y'
Jinks Jack has been a traveling
salesman for long time, hasn't hot
Jenks Yes. He's been on the road!
o long that when he's home he winks
ai Bis23feaa ah passes him any
thing at the table.
r
r
Monkey Chastisement.
Monkeys do such an astonishing
amount of reasoning, sometimes, that
It almost frightens us Into believing
that Darwin was right after all. A
short time ago a child, contrary to all
orders, put several peppermint drops
Inside the wire of a monkey cage, In
a circus. One of the monkeys sam-
pled one and liked It Immensely, but,
thinking that another treat was in
store at the end- of the cage, left the
remaining peppermints unprotected
for a brief moment. No sooner was
his back turned than a mischievous
little monkey made way with the can-
dles, and on the owner's return not a
peppermint was In sight The older
monkey srsvi ;;srJ itsa- -
It Was In Philadelphia and Its Walls
Ar Only Now Crumbling Into
Dust.
There is an echo of the past called
up by the falling of the walls or an
abandoned distillery on South street.
These walls once inclosed the first
theater that was erected in the United j
Slates. It was burned out some years ,
later, but tbe walls have remained to ,
this day.
, If surprise he noted over the loca-
tion of tue theater, It Is only neces-
sary to point out that in the middle of
the eighteenth century tbe moral and
clvlo spirit of ths day prevented the
profanation of the city by any such
institution, so It was erected outside
the boundaries and was in what was
known as South ark. Of the troub-
lous history of this artistic enterprise
much has been written. It Is unfortu-
nate that records of the dramas glvsa
are not complete and that we have
few contemporary criticisms from un-
biased pens upon the artistic worth
of ths theaplan representations. It Is
of record that the city authorities
were much shocked, that much of So-
ciety (with a large S) frowned on the
Institution, and that rogues and vaga-
bonds were under the ban for a long
time.
But even in that day there were
those who found pleasure and profit
in attending the theater. A few years
later George Washington was of those
who patronised the enterprise. At
that day the name of Washington
might have stood against the world,
and many young men at least consid-
ered that It would do them no harm to
follow their leader to the theater.
If we can believe what evidence is
available, dramatic managers in those
days had some Illumination and In-
spiration, as Well aB being mere pur-
veyors of entertainment. The supply
of plays was meager and not of high
class, according to modern standards.
The theater was 111 appointed and
poorly lighted. But the actors and ac-
tresses seemed to have had some
spark of divine afflatus, for they re-
ceived commendations from foreign
vlstnrs who had Been the t best the
world afforded.
The dawn of the American drama
cast a feeble light, but we may now
catch a few gllntlngs of it as Its first
home In America tumbles Into dust.- -
Philadelphia Inquirer.
ON A
I
ries. From every ghetto of the old
world go up the sobbings and wail-tng- s
of little children. Starved, hunt-
ed, brutalized, murdered, they suffer
the curse of the fathers.
The star of Israel set in murk and
storm. By that melancholy rejection
of Truth on that fatal Independence
Day, the nation had despised its su
blime birthright of ethical leadership.
Thenceforth no moral uplift comes
from Israel to the world. It lies para
lyzed and Impotent for spiritual pow-
er. "Therefore the kingdom shall he
taken from you," said the Sinless,
"and be given to a nation bringing
forth the fruit thereof." Cn the na-
tion's own birthday they had sold
themselves back Into perpetual moral
slavery, and the dismal knell of a
perished freedom tolls on through
the aees. Like recreant Samson, shorn
of his locks of strength In the lap
of traitors of Delilah, who "wist not
that the Lord had departed from
him," it falls into shameful captivity
and grinds on n the hopeless prison-bouse- s
oj the nations.
Which things are an allegory. "Let
him that readeth, understand."
A. M. Nason, farming near Canaan,
Me., was badly crippled with sciatic
rheumatism due he rays to uric acid
in his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills
entirely cured me and also removed
numerous black specks that were con-
tinually before my eyes." Foley Kid-
ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
are effective for the various forms
of rheumatism. O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
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FOR CURES
THEWON
Exonerattd.
Indignant Passenger (to railway
manager) Here, I say, I got a cinder
in my eye from one of your beastly
engines, and It cost me 10 shillings for
a doctor to get ft out and dress the
eye. Now, what do you propose to do
In the matter?
Railway Manager Nothing, my
dear sir, nothing. We have no use for
the cinder, and you are perfectly wel-
come to It No doubt strictly speak-
ing, you did go off with our property
the cinder of course, was not yours
but we do not care to make a fuss
about such a small matter. Pray do
not give the Incident a moment's
thought.
Spring Showers In Old Garden.
"It is a rare delight to wander it
an old garden of a late afternoon ug-- :
after a shower, when the day has bess,
Intensely hot and all Nature has fairly
thirsted for rain. Tbe Sowers have
drooped and the leaves curled for
went of moisture. Even the birds
have sought shslter from the fierce
rays of the sun, when, late in the aft-
ernoon, suddenly, almost without
warning, the welcome rain descends.
A quick shower, soon over; and when
the sun comes out clear and bright,
all unmindful of the wet yon gather
your skirts about you and go Into the
garden to watch the unfolding of the
wilted leaves. You lift here and there
a flower-stal- k which the rain has heat-e-
down; you wonder where the bees
have taken refuge from the sudden
downpour; you find one In the deep
cup of a Illy, another In the depth of
a gladiolus blossom; farther on you
fsee a rose which should have been
added to your rose jar when you gath-
ered in the morning, and as you grasp
and pull It Trom the stem, you fee;
that sharp stab of pain that only ths
sting of a bee can give, which tells
you that one has sought shelter In
the heart of a rose." Rebecca B. Sim-
mons in Suburban Life.
Of What Use Are Wet
We sometimes wonder of what use
we are, and why we are put on earth.
One day is added to another and we
seem to be no farther advanced on
the pathway of our lives. As Mark
Twain would hav put It we do not
apDear to be gaining on the scenery
BATTLE
3TC
JOHNSON
'
OF JUL
i
DECISION
The Optic's job department has won the favorable desision of all persons who
wish first class work. Everything from hand bills to books printed.
Oil LITTLE JOBSONs S
EC
CThe Optic Prat wig
.juJIuIa.
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rosuicK wm and bindersLOCAL NEWS UHDT
PLENTY OF EVERYTHING ft
Try a dram of Old Taylor bour&ot
at tb Open Bar.
6 --jjs0 0 rrtiSee window display of new mid'
summer felts. Strass'. C-T- .IAND
Big Spanish dance at Hosenthal
hall tonight. Everyone welcome. CLOTHES
Only U. 8. Inspected meat servei.n
'
..tgftSftiofat the Blsmark.. Open all night, de r -ADVANCE IN PR pot Is opposite.
UL LUDW1Q Wm. ILFELD
BRIDGE STREET
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye aged
Id the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
People wanting accommodations orLas Vegas and Amarlllo will play
again tomorrow afternoon at Amuse
Regular dance at the Armory Sat-
urday night Slmlson's orchestra. meals at Porvenir hotel, please tele 5 I
phone before leaving the city to Mment park. The Amarlllo boys ex-
pected to be strengthened tor the
games of this afternoon anu tomorrow.
Romero, Porvenir.Our entire line of summer millinery
One-Hal- f off. Strass'.
AT
HIESTORE OF IllE DAVI:
The Cash Grocer
Supreme in Tail-
oring, Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style,
in fact the II. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything you
should demand in
a suit This Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Oont fait
to look us over.
u
INI1 h
AN ORDERLY CROWD.
The annual encampment of the Las The hundred and thirty-sixt- h auniFor something good to eat, the Bis-mar- k
hai 'em all over a barrel. Get
thatT
Vegas Patrol of the Boy Scouts, versary of the signing of the Decla
planned for July 8, has been postpon ration of Independence was observed
yesterday in Las vegas la a truly safeed until July 17. A. R. Marwick, sec
"Everybody's doln' It' What?retary of the Y. M. C. A., who will and sane manner. The ordinance re
have charge of the trip of the Scouts, Why, eating at the Bismark of course garding the nrlng of ail kinds of ex-
plosive in the limits named by thehas been called from the city, this be Open all night. '
lng the reason for the postponement. city was strictly enforceu and no acct
The famous "Cleveland Grays' dents of any consequence resulted
from the celebrating. Despite thepassed through Las Vegas this mornWhile the papers are full of talk
about the heavyweight boxers the GREENBERGERcrowds of fight tang that swarmed
about in the business section, orderfight fancying public should not for
ing at 6:30 o'clock in a special train
of 13 cars en route from Ohio on a
trip through the southwest. The train
did not stop here, but made the side
get "Kid" Williams. The kid put up was preserved on all sides, and few
a great battle Wednesday night
against "Kid' Gilfeather of Chicago.
Williams is classy and one of the ex
arrests marred the day.
Banks and public offices were
closed during the entire day, but ow
trip from Lamy to Santa Fe where
the Grays planned to spend the day,
taking in the sights of the Ancient ing to the presence of the crowds ofpert sport writers rwho saw him per-
form said "Wonderful." outsiders in the city many of theCity. The Clevelanders numbered
about 200. ffi'stores remained open, contrary to theusual custom of closing on Independ- - U U
04p? tf--There was little disturbance on the ence Day. The general delivery win--
rm
Ma teWest side yesterday. Mayor Delgado's dow of the post office was open De- -big force of extra policemen keepingthe best of order. Traffic became con-
gested on Bridge street in the late
WE ARE OFFERING AS A PREMIUM
Win. ROGERS GUARANTEED SILVERWARE
.a.. .
These consist of Table Knives, Table Frks, Table Spoons,
Dessert Spoons, Tea Spoons, Suga'r1 an& Butter Sets, Oraage
Spoons, Oyster Forks, Coffee Spoonsy. Sonp.; Spoons, Butter
Spreaders, Berry Spoons, Cold Meat Forks, Gravy Ladles.
Three piece Child's Sets.
Let us give you a card worth $5..3J&EW the card to our
store every time you make a cash, purchase and have the
amount punched. When "the card Is alLputfched out a total
of $5.00 we will accept, U the same- - $1.00 cash for your
choice of any of the above Silver sets or pieces, and you pay
the few odd cents in cash. Come in and let us explain this to
you more thoroughly. It is worth while. 1
J. H. STEARNS
O R. O C E F
I -III H rj
At the meeting todar thu board of
county commissioners begati the com-
pilation of the tax levy for the cur-
rent year. The commissioners were
assisted by Assessor Manuel A. San-
chez and District Attorney Charles
W. G. Ward. The board discussed at
some length the recent decision of At-
torney General Clancy to the effect
that certain county; officers may draw
their salaries pending action by the
legislature fixing their remuneration.
afternoon and Otto Floto, a Denver
sporting writer, was obliged to run
his automobile on the sidewalk In or
' 1
--Jjfefefe'gHTl fern
der, to avoid a collision with a buggy.
Mr. Floto was arrested but released
when it was found he was not guilty
tween the hours of 8 o'clock and 10,
and there was one delivery of mail
by the carriers.
There was no public celebration of
the Fourth of July, but the Johnson-Flyn- n
bout furnished ample amuse-
ment and excitement for the visitors.
The Las Vegas Maroons and the
Amarlllo ball club played yesterday
morning at Amusement park, the lo-
cals coming off the victors. There
was a large crowd at the ball park.
Arrests made by the police force
of the East side on the evening of
July 3 and yesterday numbered 10,
all for minor offenses. No pick pock
of careless driving. ihdePEEMEJCE DAY
JOHNSON FIRST TO LEAVE.
Jack Johnson, accompanied by his
Chief of Police Ben Coles and May-
or Taupert are to be congratulated
upon the excellent order maintained
in Las Vegas during the time the
thousands of visitors were here for
the Flynn-Johnso- n "exhibition."- - It is
estimated there were fully 4,000 visit-
ors In town. Manywhowever, did not
attend the big show, contenting
themselves with, witnessing the bout
on Wednesday night
wife and camp retinue, left last night
on the Chicago Limited for Chicago.
Johnson purchased reservations In
an entire car in order to get trans-
portation on the Santa Fe's exclusive
FBOWOLf J
The Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet her GREAT
EHANCIPATOR. Thousands of women every
ets were at work, which' fact is due
largel to the ample police protection
given the people. Of the ten persons
arrested two women were charged where now enjoy freedom from their kitchens""
THROUGH THE STEPS SAVED BY THEIR I
HOOSIERS. Look into our Show Window and J
train. The champion was feeling
great when" he "boarded the train.
Johnson made a large number of ad-
mirers here by hts gentlemanly con-
duct. The black champ declares he
probably will take up the offer of a
battle with Sam Langford In Austra-
lia in the near future.
with street walking, and the majority
of the remaining eight were "vags,"
who when behind the bars of the city
cooler were harmless.GOAL A H .D'sW'0 O D SPECIALWe have Just received a large and
varied line of dainty and desirable
Lingere Dresses which we have put
"Drunks" were few. and far be-
tween, there being little celebrating
going on In the city.
Contrary to the prophecies of the
In stock subject to our sale discount j. Gm uuoHHSEn & sonEXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTSSUGAR1TE NUTLUMP of one-thir- d off. You'll find somevery unusual values In the line.
ROSENWALD'S.
F. B. TJfer of Tulsa, Okla , this
morning filed a suit In attach oinnt
against Jim Flynn, the defeated white
hope. TJfer claims that Flynn bor-
rowed a few nnndred dollars fi'um
him some time ar and hs reused
pessimists, but few undesirable citi-
zens were in the Meadow City to at-
tend the Johnson-Flyn- n exhibition,
and only one robbery, which was com-
mitted last evening, was reported to
the police today, The city police
force had been materially strength
WHOLESALL AND;RETAIL
toMmtMmk, C O H D O J
to pay it back. Promoters Curley and
O'Malley and the First Nation;! bank, TRY AN AD. IN THEwhere the money belonstmt to tne
fight syndicate is aaid to be cn de
ened for the period around July 4, and
with the of the Santa Ft
officers, the town was kept free o)
bums, and the crowd easily managed.
posit, were inoluded in the action.
OPTICS "WANT C0L11HS"
Ufer attempting to get Inra his pos-
session any monqy that might 'te com-
ing to Flynn. TTfer is s.l to have
been manager for Carl Morris at one
time.
The Owtlc prints all th antra
We have on hand a complete stock of
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENSDjRE SCREENING
At The Most Reasonable Prices
This Service
Saves Money
It's really cheaper to send us
all the big, heavy flat pieces
in your family washing and
have us wash and Iron them,
and then do the few remain-
ing pieces at 'home yourself,
than to bother with a washer-
woman.
Our charge for this service to-
tals but little for the entire lot
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.
These articles are washed won-
derfully clean and white by our
'process, and are Ironed with a
fine finish.
Take advantage of the service.
4)
NOTICE
Lbp Vegas, N. M., July 3, 1912.
To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun-
ty:
The San Miguel county institute
will begin on Monday morning the
5th day of August and continue for
four weeks. All teachers desiring to
Ge our quotations before buying
LAG VEQAS LUMBER CO.
Phone Main ISO ' Old town
FRESH EVERY DAY
BAKERY GOODS
The Best in The City
IN THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
Washington, D, C, July 5. The- -
observance of the national holiday In
Washington was, strictly of the safe
teach the coming year in any of the' and sane variety. Airship and hydro
public schools of San Miguel county,
must attend the institute, to qualify
plane exhibitions, canoe races, swim-
ming contests and numerous athletic- -
fixtures characterized the celebration.
AUTO RACE 5-- AT,TACOMA,
Taooma, Washr,, July $, Tacoma's
carnival week, whiohhto attracted
thousands of visitors, will conolude
with a $10,000 automobile race", meet-
ing, to start today ian4 conclude Sat-
urday. Tre races will oe hela over a
five-mil- e road course.- - Three eventB
will comprise i , todays program,
while Saturday will fie given over
wholly to the iaO-mil- e f ree-for-a-
contest, in which the winner will pull
down a cash prize of $5,000. With
such crack drivers as 'Hughes, Mul-for-
Whalen and Dishrow among the
entries, a good competition is as-
sured in the big event.
PEACHES POMES During the forenoon there were pat-riotic exercises in the Hall of the- -
Americas of the Union
building, with John Barrett, director
Breed, Rolls,
Cookies, Pies, Cakes,
under the law. San Miguel county
will need 30 more teachers this year
than last.
'The institute fee will be two dol-
lars, payable before being enrolled.
AH teachers are urged to attend the
full four weeks. The Institute will bd
he held in the south school building of
Las Vegas.
M. F. DESMARAIS,
County School Superintendent
general of the union, as
Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main 81 617 DougUt Are
PEACHES
the chief orator. The national flag
was conspicuously displayed on all
of the government oulldings and ob
many business houses and privateits,
THE HOLIDAY IN BOSTON.
Boston, Mass., July In Boston
and vicinity, where occurred many of5 lb. Basket For
Fried Cokes and
Cinnamon Roils5c the chief events leading up to "theday we celebrate," the observance ofthe national holiday was conductedSOME FINE ASTERPLANTS
25c PER DOZEN
UNIVERSITY TOPICS DISCUSSED.
, London, July 5. With Lord. Kay-leig- h,
chancellor o the University or
Cambridge; presiding, the Congress
of the Universities of the Empire
this morning engaged in a discussion
of university entrance requirements
and the mutual recognition of en-
trance tests. Viscount Haldane,
chancellor of the University of Bris-
tol and who recently succeeded Earl
Loreburn as lord high chancellor of
on the most elaborate scale in years.
The program of public festivities em-
braced three distinctly neW features.AT THE
They were a "Pageant of Patriots'" atBOUCHER Franklin Park, folk dancing on Castie Island and a mammoth water car--
f nival on the Charles river basin. In Great Britain, occupied the chair at507 Sixth ni?nnv nTTnT c. env Phon.ORAAF & HAYWARD, CO. STORE Street 1 JUtttt 1 Ci OUil addition, there were many public
meetings and orations under the ausegas 121
"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
the afternoon session, when univer-
sity extension and tutorial class work
formed the principal subject of-S- EEDSMEN & FLORISTS pices of the various patriotlo societ
ies.
